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P.t\.RT I
At various intervals during the past five years I
have had to justify my training program, not only to
others but also to myself. ~fter careful study and
thought I am convinced that the objectives or purposes
of the training program C3n be classified under four
major headings:
1. Intelligent Self Direction.
The teacher should strive to make the pupil self-
reliant; to make him have confidence in his ability
to do a job; to give him confidence in his ability
to deal with people; and to establish confidence in
his ability to take care of himself in an unusual or
unfamiliar situation.
2. Social Adjustment.
The teacher should strive to develop in the pupil
a thoughtful attitude in the matter of making things
easy and pleasant for others and the ability to worl{
well with others.
3. \'Vork Habits.
The teacher should strive to develop in the pupil
definite habits of work such as an orderly method of
procedure in performing any task; the habit of self
discipline which requires one to do a thing when it
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should be done, whether it is a pleas3nt task or
not; and the habit of careful, thoughtful work with-
out loitering or wasting time.
4. Knowledge and Skill.s.
The development of l<nQwledge and skills in elec-
ttidi~ is the basic objec~ive of the training pro-
gram. In carrying out this objective there are four
points upon which the teacher should place the most
emphasis:
1. Give the student a general introduction into
Electrical Theory in order that he may better un-
derstand circuits and their uses.
2. Build up the student's vocabulary with terms and
definitions used in h~use-wiring.
3. Acquaint the student with the materials and tools
used in hQuse-wiring, and help,him to develop
basic skills in their use.




In the past five years 86 boys have enrolled in the
Voca t i011al Cla s s ;72 C ornpleted t11e course, wi th 7
taking two years of the work. The greater percentage
(about 60~) came from families of very limited means,
their parents being either laborers or farmers. The
rest were from ramilies of little better circumstances,
few being above average means, their parents being
either craftsmen (electricians, carpenters, etc.),
railroad employees, owners of small business establish-
ments, or ministers.
The intelligent ~uotient of the group ranged' from 60
to 130. 53 Students were below the average, with 8 hav-
ing intelligent quotients of 60 (one being unable to
write); 33 students had average or higher than averag~
intelligent quotients, 12 of which were between 130 and
135. On the whole about one-third of the students were
able to comprehend the theoretical or related informa-
tion.
The rank of these students in their classes coin-
cides with their tntelligent quotients, 61 being in the
lower half and 25 in the upper half. Thirty-six of the
61 were in the lower fourth, while only 7 of the 25
were in the upper fourth.
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The Smith-Hughes law, under which the vocational
training program operates, requires a three-hour period
each school day. The law further requires part of the
period to be devoted to related sUbject matter. A good
plan is to devote ·one hour to the related material and
two hours to the shop work. A good text is essential
for t11e re la ted study, such as "Elements of Electric-
itytl by Timbie. Plenty of work should be provided for
the two hour shop period, because there will be 20 or
25 students in the shop 2 hours a day, 5 days a -week,
for 36 weeks. The accompanying Work Book was designed
to meet these requirements. In arriving at the number
of jobs necessary to kAep the student bUsy for the
whole year, I prepared more jobs than anyone student
could complete. Then by taking the average number com-
pleted each year t for 2- years, I r'evised the ~-Vork Book
so that it now contains only 43 jobs.
Another point to be considered in laying out a Voca-
tional Training Program is the difference in ability
of the students. While one student is completing 15
Jobs in 9 weeks, another will finish only 10, perhaps
fewer. Therefore the work must be so designed that each
student can progress at a speed best suited to his
6
abilities.
The shop work is divided into three sections: Cir-
cuit Wiring, Experimental, and House-wiring. Circuit
\Viring (Shop r,~anual Pages 46-61) consists' of various
types of circuits using bells and controlling them with
push buttons. Under ~xperimental Jobs (pages 61-78)
the connections and uses of various types of switches
are lnade and jobs undert~kerl to illustrate points of
theory discussed in the class. Several jobs are devoted
to each type of House-wiring (pages 78-177) in order
that the student may become thoroughly acquainted with
the materials and their cost, and skilled in the'use of
the tools and methods of working the various materials.
The rules, as specified by the National Electric Code,
which govern the various wiring installations are
brought out through questions accompanying each job~
The main objective in the organization of the sub-
ject Matter of the Work Book, was to make it as simple
as possible. ,If the complete information were not given
to the student in simple direct statements he would be
asking, "\'Vhat shall I do next?tt, or U\''1hat do I use
here?", arid the real purpose of the book would be de-
feated.
The b'ook i's arranged in three se'ctions: Information
7
Section, pages 1-12; Operation Sheets, pages 13-45; and
Work Sheets, pages 46-177.
The Information Section contains material either not
found in reference books, or too scattered in these
books to be of much use; general information concerning
various types of house-wiring and their application,
page 9; and instructions as to the use of the book,
page 12.
The Operation Sheets are divided into sections con-
taining each type of house-wiring: Conduit, pages 16-
23; Armored Cable, page 24; I{nob and Tube, pages 32-34;
etc.; and detailed descriptions of how to perform each
operation necessary in working the material for specif-
ic types of wiring. For example, there are given de-
tails of how to cut conduit t page 16; how to thread
conduit, page 17; how to make all types of bends neces-
sary in conduit installations, pages 17-18; how to in-
stall outlets and sWitches, pages 37-39; etc.
The section containing the Work Sheets, which is
divided into three parts, the Circuit Wiring and Exper-
imental Jobs as previously discussed, and House-wiring,
are the actual instr~ctions for the various jobs to be
performed. The house-wiring sheets are divided into
groups of each specific type: Condult- (pages 78-104),
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Armored Cable (pages 104-110), Knob and Tube (pages
110-122), fetal rfold (pages 144-165), and Xtensionduct
(pages 165-177). Each group has a General Instruction
Sheet (as for exa~ple see page 78 for General Instruct-
ions for Conduit). upon which are stated the instruct-
ions that pertain to all installations of that type of
wiring; a Unit Operation Checking Sheet (as for Con-
duit, ·page 79), upon which the student will check the
operations to be performed in installing the job
assigned; and a Grading Sheet (as for Conduit, page
79), which gives the points upon which he will be grad-
ed. The actual Job Sheet (example-Wiremold Job No.1,
page 146) contains 5 parts: a drawing of the job, which
the student is to use as a guide for his installation
(page 146), showing the size, name, and in some cases
the number of the article to be installed; specifica-
tions (page 147), a detailed description of the instal-
lation giving the material for all parts, the method of
controlling the circuit, the method of connecting the
power supply, and general directions; an outline for
the Bill of ~aterial (page 147), upon which he puts the
quantity, article, and cost; a sheet for the wiring
diagram (page 148), which must be completed before the
wiring of the job starts; and a list ~~ questions (page
9
149), which cover information concerning the material,
methods of install~tion, and code rulings covering the
use and installation of that type of material.
Four principal points in the o;rganization of a s'hop
are: first, there must be adequate working space;
second, a sufficient supply of material; third, an ·easy
and definite method of access to the materials; and
fourth, a set routine for the runnihg of the shop_
To supply adequate working space a good solution is
the use of booths (Photographs 1 and 2)~ These together
with the panelling above (Photograph No.3) supply suf-
ficientspace for the installation of a great many
types of jobs requiring one flat surface. The booths
may also simulate 3 walls and the ceiling of a room for
use in studying house-wiring installations. In addition
to the booths work benches may be provided (Photographs
4 and 5), one containing machinist's vises, pipe vises,
and gas furnaces; another having outlets and used as a
test bench. A framework (Photograph No.6), made of
2 x 4'9 in the form of a room or· of several rooms con-
taining doors and windows, 1s an excellent instrument
for teaching knob and t·ube and armored oable types of'
bouse-wiring.
Anld~·.lsUpply of mat-Gria"~ 1itQUld be to haTe enough
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for each student to perform the same job at the same
time. If the quantity of material be based upon two or
three installations of the same job, in each type of
house-wiring, requiring the most material, a sufficient
supply will be on hand.
The store room should be conveniently located so
that the student will have to spend only a minimum
amount of time in going' from his job to the point of
supply. The supplies should be stored and catalogued so
that the store-keeper can qUickly and conveniently fill
the student's order. The order should be in the form of
a requisition and signed by the student, in order that
all supplies may be accounted for at all times.
There are many duties in the shop that can be as~,
signed to the student: store-keeper, assistant foreman,
safety director, and clean-up detail are examples. A defi-
nite assignment of the ·duties should be made. If the
students are given a thorough understanding of the pur-
pose or objective in assigning the,se duties, that ,is
cooperation and the development of leadership, a smooth
working shop can be obtained.
In the preliminary stages of the program the student
is under constant··and rigid supervie~ion. Tb.ls ist:;c:)
aesu-re ,·t_&·- ..w'hile perforM:l-ng t'_h~ .icr-~1'rcu~it W1ri.og and
1:1
experimental jobs he obtairl a definite unders'tandir1g of
circuits and switches, how they are connected and how
they operate. Upon enteri11g the house-wirir1g I)hase ·the
supervision is relaxed somewhat, and to a great extent
the student is on his own. This method allows him to
develop resourcefulness and brinSs out his ideas.
In order to best explain how the program operates it
will be necessary to follow th~ steps a student takes
in starting, doing, and finis11irlg a j,ob.
A student has had the metal m,old series (pages 122-
144) assigned. The procedure he follows in performing
Job r,Jo. 1, 'Vvhich 'Nill be the same for all 5 jobs, is:
1. He reads the specifications (page 125) of the job
and studies the layout (page 124).
2. He lays out the position of all outlets and switches
on the ceiling and walls of the booth in which he is
to worlc.
3. He then lists on the Unit Operation Checking Sheet
(page 123) the various unit operations, in the order
in which they will be performed, and which he will
be required to perform in doing the job. This will
help to develop an orderly method of procedure in
do ing a j,ob, and i.t will a id him to 'learn the vari-
oU!J'."op.rations necessary in work'ing the material.
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4. He then draws the wiring diagram, on the sheet pro-
vided (page 126), showing the method of connecting
the switch to control the four outlets. The circuit
must be checked by the instructor.
5. The bill of material is next. On the sheet provided
(page 125) he places the amount, article, and cost
of the article for each part needed. The amounts are
added anq the total cost of the job determined. The
making of a ·bill of m~terial of this type not only
acquaints the student with the cost of the materials
used, but also helps him in learning the name of the
article and the use of various supply house cata-
logue·s.
6. The student is now ready to check the material out
of the store room and begin the actual installation.
In th8 process of installation he meets new mater-
ials and methods of working them. One of the first
will be, how to cut molding. On the Unit Operation
Checking Sheet he will find that the method of cut-
ting metal mold is explained in Operation No. 28.
Turning to this sheet, page 25, he reads how to per-
form the task. If he cannot understand the operation
from the explanation, the instructor supplements it
with an individual demonstration. "Most students seem
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to grasp the methods qUic~ly and find difficulty
only with the harder operations, such as bending and
threading conduit,or bending molding.
7. The student then procee'ds with the installation,
having the work checked at the various checking
points until it is completed. The checking points
are: (1) Rough check, backing tight with no rough
edges (2) Splices, the splice, the soldering job,
and the taping and (3) Wiring, to see that the
polarity is correct before the sWitches, lights,
and receptacles are installed.
8. Upon completion, the job and the student are graded
on a basis of five points (G~ading Sheet, page 123):-
1. Application-20~: how well has the student applied
himself in performing-~his task?
2. Time-25~: a good electrician must work fast,
therefore a standard time is set for each job
(page 123), and the time the student requires for
the execution of the job is checked against this.
3. Workmansh1p-25~: how well has the job been
executed?
4. Operation-15~: did the job operate properly the
first time the switch was thrown or was it neces-
sary to make changes in the 1riring?
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5. Inspection-15~: does the job meet all code re-
qUirements? Were the splices well made, correctly
soldered and taped? Did it pass the rough-in
inspection the first time?
9. These individual grades are summarized and we have
the finished job (Photograph No.7).
Additional installations are shown in other photo-
graphs. Conduit ~Job 1\10. 2, page 84, photograph No. B.
Armored Cable Job No. 1, page 106, photograph No. g-.
Knob and Tube Job No. 3, page 116, photograph No. 10.
v'Viremold Job No. 4, page 1'58, photograph No. 11. Xten-
sionduct Job No. 2, page 170, photograph No. 12.
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The pseudo-type training program, as illustrated by
the Shop Work Book, has many advantages over the pro-
duction type of program. It allows for the repetition
of tl10se manipulative processes necessary in developing
skill in the working of each type of material; it
allows an equal amount of time to be spent on each type
of wiring; it allows the instructor to check better the
progress of the individual; it promotes an easy assem-
bling of the group for demonstrations and related lec-
tures; it allows the instructor to keep a better check
on the activities of the whole group; it prevents the
student's entering into competition with the journey-
men of the commurlity.
The advantages offered by the production type of
training are few but important. It allows the student
to practice and learn his skills on the job under
actual working conditions; it is not as exp8nsive to
operate; it does not require as large a stock to be
carried.
There are many more advantages and disadvantages to
each type of program, but I believe that the finished
student trained under the ps~udo-type program will 'be
the better all-around electri~·.ian. He will have receiv-
16
ed a definite, planned training in each f.arm of .house-
wiring, and will have repeated the operations-necessary
in working the various mater,ials, until he has become
skilled in the use of the tools and in handling the
materials. The student trained under the production
program may better und,erstand the methods used ir} in-
stalling one or two types of wiring, but will not be as
skilled in their installation, because of the lack of
repetition of the various manipulative processes.
Therefore, it seems quite evident that the pseudo-
type program is better for the student, and will help
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This book has been prepared in order that the individual
student may progress, in learning the fundamental principles of
house wiring, according to his ability.
Another though~ considered was, decrea~ing the number of
individual instructions, thus enabling the instructor to devote
more time to those students who need the most aid.
Therefore this book has been written in such a manner that
the.student may, after once being star~ed, instruct himself. This
is done through the medium of' the Operation Sheets and Job Spec-
ifications. Eve:ry operation that the s.~udent can possibly do is
contained in the Operation Sheets in clear, concise form, lapeled
and easy to find. The complete Principle of Operation and full
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a. Pliers - The size of pliers are measured by their ove;all
length. Below are given the four types main_y used
and the best size of each.
1. Side cutting pliers - 7 inch.
2. Combination pliers - 10 in~h.
3.- Diagonal pliers - 6 inch.
4. Round-nose pliers - _6 inch.
b. Screw driver·s - The siz.e is determined by tl1.8 length of the
blade. The best sizes are the three inch and the six inch.
c. liammers - The size of the hammer is determined by the weight
of the head. For general use an electrician will need a 1 lb.
ball pein and a 1 lb. claw.
d. Rules - A six-foot Box-wood is recommended. Because of its
cheapness and due to the constn,nt danger of damage to a good
rule, the box-wood is considered best.
e. Braces - The ratchet brace is the only kind t~at Can be used
by the electrician. Due to the frequent use in small spaces
this type of brace is pl'")actic8..11y a. necessity. Because of
its almost constant use it should be well made and have a
chuck capable of taking e1 ther square shanl~ or round shank
drills.




3. Bit extension - 18 inch is the best size. Used to faciii-
tate boring holes for knob and tube work.
g. Savls
~The key hole Saw is the main type of wood saw used.
2. The hacle saw is used for cutting metal. The S8,W should
have an adjustable frame.
'h. Wrenches - The size of the wrench is determined by its over-
all le~gth. '
1. Pipe - The 10 inch size is best for all around' work.
Either wood or metal handle Can be used.
2. Crescent The 8 inch size is preferabie.
3. Open end - A complete set is necessary.
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i. Chisels The size is determined by the width of the blade.
1. vVood - TI1.e best sizes are; t; ~; ~:' and I.inch.
2. Cold - The cold chisel Can be used on metal, brick, stone,
or concrete. The most common sizes are 3/8; t; and
~_inch.
j. Sta~ drills - Used to cut holes in bricks, stones, or con-
crete. Sizes var-;/ from -til to lit •
..
k. Reamers - Used to remove ragged edges from interior of con-
duit. The reamer should be tapered.
1. Blow torch - Used for heating metals, soldering coppers, . and
in direct soldering of splices~
1. Gasoline -.One with a capacity of 1 quart_is the best.
2. Alcohol - A small spirit torch is very handy for soldering
small joints in confin~ng places.
m. Soldering iron - The vleight o'f the soldering iron is mee..sured
by the weight of the head. A 1 lb. and a 2 lb. iron are the
most useful.
n. Files - Both wood and metal files are necessary_ 6 u and IOU
~izes are best.
o. Pipe; benders (Rickeys) - Both it" and ~lIare the most fre-
quently US~~. Separate hickeys are mage for Rigid and Thin
vVall Condui t .
p. Stock ana dies for threading conduit - The stock should be
one tl'lat will hold ;n, 'in, and lit dies'.
q. Fish tape - A long band of steel for snaking wire through
conduit.' Generally a 1/8 ft x .030 x 100 ft. flat steel wire
1s used..
2. CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS.
A conductor is a substance t~rough which electric~ty will
flow. A good conductor is a pUbstance which allow~ the electri-
city to easily flow through it. A poor conductor is one which
offers opposition to the flow. .
An insulator is a substance through,which electricity wi~l
not flow or is greatly hindered in its flow~ A good insulator
is one which will either stop the.flow of electricity or re-
quire a great amount of' it .. to break it d.own. A poor insulator
is one which o~ly hampers the flow and r~quires very little
electricity to break it down. .
Table I gives a list of some conductors in the order of the
ease with which they will conduct electricity. ~able II gives



















The wire generally used in electrical work is made of copper.
It is in reality a long slender rod. It may be eit~er round_or
rectangular; the round is rnOl~e common. It also may be in?ulated
or bare, according to the use \vhich it is to 1;8 put. The .. insu-
lation, in both amount and material, is governed by the use for
which it is intended~/ That is, the insulcttioIl_9n wires desig-
nated for use in house wiring would be different from that intend-
ed for outdoor use or tor motors and generators.
Wire used in house wiring is generally rubber covered, single
braid or double praid. The amount of braidipg is governed 9Y
the size of the wire. The single braid is found on sizes up to
and including No.8. The double braid on No. 6 and larger sizes .
. lll 1tvires must pass a rigicl test set up for them by the
Underwriters Labratories. In addition they carry a colored
thread, which 1s the manufacturer's mark.
'T):lere are several special types of vvires made. VJhich are en-
cased in metallic or non-metallic sheathing to increase.their
protection against moisture or mechanical injury. Romex, lead-
covered cable) and Armored cable are some of these types.
4. WIRE GAUGE
The wire gauge is a 'device for L18asuring the diameter of. 'a
wire in order to quickly determine its size. It is a round
piece of flat metal having notched holes in the' edge.' These
holes are numbered according to the various sizes of wire.
5. JOI}lTS
Whenever it becomes necessary to join two or more wires to-
gether, a joint is made. A good j9int is of great importance,
because a poorly made one becomes a resistance in the line.
This is due to the corrosion that wil~ be built up from arcing
caused by the 100'se joint. In addl tion, the heat generated by
such a joint can become a fire hazard. .
A jo·int may be classes as either a tap or a splice. A tap is
a connection between t,vo. or more Wires', only. 0118 of vv11ich must
be of continuous length. A splice 1s a connection of two or more
wires neither of which is of continuous length.
To be a good joint the splice must first be mechanicallY
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secure. That is, it must be tightly made so that moveme~t will
not c~use arcing. Second, it must be well coated with solder in
order that ~t Will not oxodize or corrode due to the air.' Third,
it must be well insulated, taped, i11 order to lessen the danger
of fire or personal injury.
The National Code is a list of rules or regulations of the
l~·a·tional Board of Fire UndervlTI'iters for electrical vliring and
aPIJaratus. ,These rules are I'ecommended by the Nation8~1 F::re
Protection Association.
1ne National Electrical Code was originally drawn in 1897 as
the result of the united efforto of th~ various insurance, el~c­
trical, al'"achi tectural and allied interests, througl1. the l~·ational
Conference on Standard Electrical RuleR, composed of dele'gates
from various national associations, unanimously voted to reqom-
mend it to their respective associations for approval or adoption.
The National Conference having disbanded, the work of the
Underwriters' Rational Electric Association and of the National
Conf~rence was taken over by the ~{ation8~1 F~re Protectio~ Asso-
ciation Yvl'lich nOVI acts as sponsor for the project under the
rules of procedure of the American Stctndards Association.
These rules are the minimum requirements with which wiring
installations must gonformthroughout the ~ou~try. ~eca~~e of
the difference in building construction, due to climatic con-
ditions, the various cities, and in some cases states, ~ssue
code rulings of their own. These,are g~nerally based upon_the
National Code and tru~e precedence over the National Code.
The National Co~e is revised_every two years. The revision
being published in the even-ntlmbered years~ .
The Ul).derwriters I Labratories, asubs~·di8..ry of ~~e Nation.al
Association, has been set up in._ order to assure more perfect
materials, fittings, etc., for wiring installations. All of
the articles mentioned must pass rigid examinations and receive
the stamp of approval of the Labratories before they can be
used on installations.
7. SOLDER
Solder lSan al~oy of Tin and Lead. The percentage re~atiolJ.­
shii) governs the hardness of the solder. For electrical use B..
50-50 e..lloy is the best. Two of the main forms' in which solder
is made are wire and bar. Because of the ease with which it Can
be appl'1ed to joints, wire solder is best for use in wiring
installations,
8. FLUXES
FllL"'C 1s an· agent, used to 'make solder adhere 'to the joint.
In this action 1 t cleans grease and other small particles of',
dirt from the joint. '
A. liquid flux is the best, but because of the necessity of
carrying it in a tool kit, 'it is very $eldom used. Instead a
past~ form of flux is used. The paste i~ applied to the joint
and melts, running throughout the joint, due totl1.8 heat of
the soldering copper or flame of a torch.
9. S,OLDERI!\JG COFP ERS.
A solde~lng copper or soldering' ~ron h~s 0 pure copPQr ~ead,
fastened to an iron rod. A round wood~n handle is fitted pn the
end of this rod. The copper head is pointed. Copper i_~ \lS8g. fQr
the head because it heats qu'iclcer and vvill give ulJ its heat,
through the point, better than any other subst~nce. The size is
determined by the weight of the head.
10. THE BLOW TORCH.
The blow torch is in reality a portable gasoline stove. It
is ,operated on gasoline and air, giving off a flame of intense
heat. It Can be used to heat a soldering copper or the joint
itself.
11. OPERATIOrJ OF THE BLO'VV TORCH.
A torch under tIle most effici.el1t C011di tion of operation
should emit a bluish-green flame. ~~i~ flame should have force.
If the torch has a yellowish flame, the burner has not been
allowed to heat enough. To remedy this, open the valve slightly
to emit a longer fl~1e. Then hold or set the torch 89 that t~e
flame will strike a stone, concrete, or metal and be tDrown back
upon the burner. If the torch goes out in t~e process of h~at- ,_.
ing due to a draft, open the valve slightly so that a small flame
will be emi tted to assist in the heating. If the.,_.torch gges ou~
during operation, either the pressure is too great or the tank
1,s ~mpty. ,_If the p~essure is too great, close the valve so that
only a small flame is burning. Let the torch burn until the
pressure is reduced.
12. IMPORTAN'CE OF BELL \VIRING.
_ Bel~ vyir~ne;, is of importance because of its extensive lIse.
Because of the small curr~nt carrte~, under a small voltage, a
small size wire (#18) is used. The insulation of this wire is
very thin. .Th~refor~, due to this ·'small wire and thin i11sula-
~ion, great care should be talten that it 'cannot come -- into con-
tack With wires carrying l~rger currents and voltages. If it
should come into contact vvi th such vrires, a n'ormally harmi'es s
wire WQuld become dangerous both to life and as a fire hazard.
13. TYPE,S OF BELLS
There are three standard types of bellsmanufacture'd. The
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single stroke, the vibrating, and the combination. Th~ single
stroke is used in code signalling, such as a fire alarm system.
The Vi;)l'ating is the starlc18..1~d and the most generally used, such
as f9 r door bclls_ The combination is one combining the feat-
ures of both so that it can be used on both systems at the same
timeg
Tl'}.8 3irlE:;le- s trolc8 belJ_ COllSi st s of electromB~gnet coils,
pi·voted 2,rrnattlre, harnmer~. a11d gong. After t118 bell has been con-
nected i~ a circuit and the circuit closed, the coils en~rgize
and [ittl")[Lct tIle a..rmature causin[; tIle hamnler to ?trike t~}.e go~g
on("',c:. rC118 armature will r-emain a..ttr'8..cted to the coils as long
as the circuit is closed. Opening the circuit will oause the
coiJ.c to de- energize and release the ~..rm8..ture, \vhich has _"teen
hol(~j.l1G tt.!.e l"lammer agail1.st the [~ong.
The vibrating bell is made in the same manner as the Gi~gle­
stl'lolce, __ vIi th 0118 addi ti011. That is a r£lalre aJ~l(1 nr-eN\: c011t 0 .C G_._.
One contact i8 fixed, the other is on the pivoted armat0rG~ The
contact·S CJre closed vJhen the circuit is 01)811. une end of tl13
el?ctrofl1cicnet is connected t'Q th~ fiJ~ed half of tl1e TIlalCE? ~D.d_
breal: CO!1te.ct, the other end is c011nccted to one of the b~nding
posts. Tl18 otl1er bindi11g post is 90nnect8cl to tIle opposite sid.e
of the rncl~e and. break contact, the side qn. tIle pivotGQ. al~natu~~,
through the frame work of the bell. AftG~.thc bell has been COD~
nected in a circuit, and the circuit closed, the coils encrgize~
The cireui t t111"')ougl1. the beJ.l is as follovfs; from tIle binding post
through the coils to the fixed sige.of tpe contacts, through the_
contacts to the armature, fron the armature to the frame, and. out
through the frame to the other_post .. The energizing of the coils
draws the armature over causing the hammer to stri~e the gong.
At the same time the circuit is broken because the contact on
the arma~11re is pulled. a\Va:1 from the fixed contact. This bre8k
in the cirouit causes the cqils to de-energize and release the
armature. The contacts come together again c~osing the 9ircuit
causing the above operations to be repeated.
A combination bell has three bi~ding posts. Two posts are
connected to the ends of the electromagnets. The.third is con-
nected to a make and break contact.
A Vibrating bell can be changed into a single-stroke by con-
necting the second binding post direct to the fixed c9ntact~
A high voltage bell can be chang~d into a low voltage bell
by connecting the coils in parallel instead of series. This
reduces the r'es.istance of the coils.
14. lUSH BUTTONS
r~e primary purpose of the push button is to open or clos~
the circuit~ They are made in various shape~1 sizes, and mater-
ials. The most common of course being round and made of wood,
bakelite, or brass. There. are two main types; the sing+e. contact
and the double contact.
The single contact or two point button is made of a shell,
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button, brass spring, and two bindi~g screws in a fiber tnsu-
lator. The circuit ts always open and is. closed by pressure on
the button, this presses the brasS spring across the ends of
the binding screws, shorting between them. .
The double contact or three point button is made of a shell,
butto~~ contact spring, two contact points, and three binding
screw9. une binding screw is con~eqted to each contact po~nt,
while the other is connected to the contact spr~ng~ Th9 c9ntact
points are placed so that·one is always in contact with the
spring, thus keeping one si~e of the circ~it always closed.
Pressu~e on t~e button causes the spring to bre~ cont~9t with
one contact point and make with the other. These types of
buttons are used on return call and double-call systems.
15. CURRE1~'T SUPPLY
Because of the low voltage needed either a dry ceil or a
small transformer Can be used to furnish the current.
The dry cell derives its e11ergy from electro-chernical action,.
That is, the action of the ac~d or electrolyte upon one plate.
Tl).e transformer' reduces the normal al t ernating cu,rr,ep.t supply
to the required voltage. Tl1.l s action is thrOtlgh the US~ of tvvo
coils, a primary and a secondary, wound on a steel core.
16. BELL CIRCUITS
Beli circuits are studied in order that a foundation may be
laid for-the study of more complicated circuits. In the study
of your ctreui t al\vays remembel-' that 0118 side of the bell or
bells must be connected to the battQry; 'one side of the button.
or buttons must be conn~cted to the oPP9site side of the battery;
and the other side of the button must be connected to the other
side of the bell it is supposed to ring.
17. USE OF THE VOLT1JIETER .AND .AJj~.lwlETER.
a. The voltmeter.
---The voltm?ter is used to measure the voltage or pressure
of a circuit. It is to be connected across the circuit, as




CAUTION: NEVER CONNECT A VOLT-
lv1ETER I~J SERIES \VITH
THE CIRCUIT.
b. The ammeter.
---The ammeter is used to me0sure the current flowing-through
a circuit •. Therefore, it is to be connected in series with
the cireui t, llS s110vm in Fig. 2.
CAUTIOl~: NEVER CONNECT AN AIv1I\AETER. - I
AeRO S·S 0R IN PARALLEL WI TH L iN E
THE CIRCUIT, BECAUSE or ITS----·---®-- I
LOvV RESIST.rll'JCE I T WOULD BURI~ OUT. f.\MfVJE rEF, LA MFf
8 FIG.2
18. METHODS OF HOUSE WIRING.
There are several ~ethods. that can be used in wiring a house.
The one chosen depends upon- the cost, design, method of construc-
tion, and local code rulings.
A. Open vvork.
There are two types of open work wiring. One is in general
use, the other is obsolete.
1. Knob and tube.
--This is the most common form of house w~rinG in use
today. Wires are run between walls. When necessary to go
through studding a porcelai~ tube is used. When running
over the surface of studding, knobs are used to keep the
wire from touching the wood.
2. Cleat \iviring.
This type of wiring is obsolete and outlawed in most
communities. It not only detracts from the appearance of
the room but is also a fire hazard. The wires are run on
the surface of the walls and are held only one-half to
three-quarters of an inch from the surface, by porcelain
cleats. They are exposed to all kinds of danger and
objects.
B. Conduit.
This type of wiring is absolutely fireproof and is Widely
used. The main objection to its use in house wiring is its
high co·st.
1. Rigid.
Rigid conduit is a heavy iron pipe having a smooth in-
terior and a galvanized or black enamel coating on the
exterior. To join the pipe to boxes or other pieces of
pipe, threaded fittings are used. Therefore j the pipe
must have a thick wall, in order to have sufficient thick-
ness after threads have been cut.
Rigid conduit has the advantage over Steel Tube in
that it can stand greater pressures and strains. But in
the use of smaller sizes, the speed with which Steel Tube
can be installed more than offsets this.
2. Steel Tube.
A:. General.
Steel Tube is a Thin Wall Conduit. Because this con-
duit has clamp-on fittings, making it unnecessary for
it to be threaded, the wall does not have to be as
thick as that of the rigid type. ,The exterior of the
conduit has a galvanized finish, while the interior
has a pebble-grRined, enameled finish'.
At the present this type of conduit h~s been approve~
lJy the Undervlri ters I only up to two inches. Greater
sizes than this has not been fOU!ld to stand up under
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the hardship of fireproof or concrete construction.
b. Methods of coupling Steel Tube.
1. To boxes.'
- A corlnector is used. One end of the coup~ing has
a threaded end upon which a bushing is screwed.
This bushing has a beveled ring inside of it. As
the bushing is tightened the beveled ring tightens
upon the conduit until it is impossible to remove
it without loosening the bushing. The other end is
fastened to the box with a lock-nut.
2. To threaded fittings. .
-- An adapter is used. This has a smooth interior,
threaded exterior, hexagon head, and is split. It
is screwed into the fitting and the conduit is slip-
ped into it. Tighten \vi th a crescent \~!'~ench. The
tightening causes the split portion to close, clamp-
ing onto the pipe. It m~ces a very tight fitting.
3. Two lengths of conduit.
A coupling is used. The coupling has both ends
threaded upon which bushings are screwed. Their
action is the same as that explained in (1).
c. Constrtlction of the. Steel Tube bender.
The steel tube bender is-a-rounded, grooved piece
of metal several inches in length (7 inches is the g~n­
eral length for a i-inch' be~der) and of a curved con-
struction. The depth and width of ~he groove depeDds
upon the size of the bender. It is so desig~ed that
the conduit will fit snugly into it. The bender is
curved so that a smooth bend can be obtained. .The
curve eleminates the possibilities. of kinks in the
pipe. At one end of the curved ,groove 1s a latch to
hold the pipe snugly in the groove. On the opposit~
side of the curved groove is a place to insert a short
piece of pipe, to give leverage in bending the pipe.
3. Flexible.
Flexible conduit or Greenfield is made by winding,
spirally, steel strips. T11us forming a tube so that' the
edges of the strips interlock. The tubing is given a
galvanized finish both on the exte~ior and interior. It
is mad.e in sizes ranging from t·tf to 2", inside diameter,
and in lengths from 50 ft. to 250 ft. according to the
diameter.
Flexible conduit is very seldom used for complete wiring
jobs. It is generally used for extensions of other wiring
systems. For example, rigid conduit or steel tube could
not stand up under the vibrations of a motor so the lead
in wires are brought to the motor through fl~xible conduit.
\Vires are pulled in' after the conduit is installed.
'4. Armored Cable.
~rmored Cable is made by winding, spirally, steel
strlps around rubber covered wire . The edges oft11e strips
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interlock. The exterior is galvanized. This forms a fire-
proof, but not moisture proof, flexible conduit with the
conductors already installed. Armored Cable is made with
e1thel~ single, t,jrin, or tl1.ree C011ductors, and with a wire
range of from #14 to #1 (for single), #4 (for twin), ·or
#6 ,for three) and is furnished in 100 ft. to 250 ft.
lengths. This cable is smaller in diameter than fle~ible
conduit, therefore lending itself more readily to house-
wiring. Because of its firo proof construction it is
frequently used in the wiring of houses.
When it is necessary to install Bx (Armored Cable) in
a damp location, the wires are encased in a solid lead
sheath before the spiral steel strips are wrapped on.
This type of cable is known as BXL.
c. Metal Raceways. .
Metal raceways are steel troughs used to encase wires when
it is necessary to make additions to ~he wiring system. This
system is used when surface wiring "has to be used or is de-
sired. There are three types of raceways, each designed to
match a variety of architectural designs.
1. Wiremold.
Wiremold has a galvanized steel backing and a steel
capping. The capping is painted alight tan. The bac~ing
slips through grooves in the capping and they are installed
together. The wires are pulled in after the molding is
installed.
2. IVletal :r:~101d.
I'Aetal I\dold is a flat steel trough ha;ving a grey gal-
vanized or a brown enamel finish. It is made in two parts,
the capping and the backing. The backing is installed
first; the wires are placed in this t~ough next; and last
the capping is snapped on. This type of molding 1s design-
ed to take a maximum of four #14 wires.
3. Xtensionduct.
Xtensionduct is a narrow edition of metal mold. Its
primary use is in adding more receptacles to those"already
installed. It is made to hold a maximum of two #14 wires.
The backing is installed first, then the wires are
laid in, and last the capping is snapped on. It is coat-
ed with a brown enamel, but can be painted any color with
a quick 'drying enamel.
19. WIRE USED IN GROUNDING.
The code states that nothing smaller than #10 B. & S. can
be used.
It is permissible to use either ~ubber-covered, cotton-
braid or bare wire. In practice a #8 3. & S. bare wire is gen-
erally used. The wire is very soft, flexible copper making it
11
easy to fit into ground clamps or on grounding screws in sWitch
boxes.
20. HOW TO USE BOOK.
This book is divided into several sections or parts. The
Information contains general facts concerning tools, materials,
and methods used in house wiring. The operation sheets contain
specific directions on how to perform every operation neces~aryin the job. Last are jobs as prepared for the shop.
In the performing of a job; read the general instructions
and conform with them. Next fill out the Unit Operation Check-
ing Sheet. This is done by reading the Job Specifications, ther
considering the steps that will be taken in installing the job,
arrange these steps in the order in. vvhich tl18Y i.nJi.1J. be done;
and last check these steps or operations on the checking sheet
in the order they will be performod. Read over this list you
have just prepared and see if tr-lerc D.re any opel-'<3,tions tha.t
you do not knOVl hOVI to perfOl"'ffi. If t1181"10 8.re an~t, look thelTI up
in the Unit OlJera.. tions. The number' of the operation is give11 on
the left hand side of the page with the Unit Operation Checking-
Sheet. In the Unit Operations you will find detailed directions
for performing all types of house wiring operations .. The direc-
tions for the operation you \!lIB.nt to learn v/ilJ. be fOtl.nd listed
under the number you obtained from the checking sheet.
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1. PL~~NING AND lSTIMATING THE JOB.
a. First, go to the place where the job is to be d011e and loo]r
over the layout. If that is impossible, then try to visul-
ize the room or rooms.
b. Second, locate all. energy and switch outlets. From the num-
ber of these it is possible to estimate the approximate time
needed for the job.
c. Third, plan the operations you will perform in doing the job
and the order in which they vlill be done. (For the job books
your Unit upel"lation Checking Sheet will be used as a guide
for these steps).
1. Example: Installing a receptacle hot on the line. Use
rigid conduit.
a. Unit operations and their order.
1. Make a bill of material; 2. Install receptacle box;
3. Install conduit (This operation involves the follow-
ing thin~s, cutting, threading, re~ming, and bending;
4. Pulling in wires; 5. Making splices; 6. Taping;
7. Installing receptacle and plate; 8. Testing.
2. IV1AKING A BILL OF MATERIAL
In m~~ing a bill of material it is very easy to underestimate
or leave out some of the material.
a. First, locate all energy and switch outlets.
b. Second, count the number of boxes, sockets, switches, recep-
tacles, plates, covers, and fittings needed.
c. Third, measure between outlets to obtain the length of wire,
conduit, or raceways needed. (Be sure to allOW enough wire
to make splices in the boxes. 6 Jf should be enough).
d. Fourth, from the specifications obtain the information con-
cerning the type and number of fixtures.
8. Fifth, get the prices from the catalogues. Add the price of
each article for the total cost of the material for the job.





With a sharp nail, knife, or Chalk mark the conduit at
the place it is to be cut. Place the conduit in a pipe vice
and clamp snugly so that the pipe will not move when you
start to cut. If you tighten too tight you may dent the
conduit.
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b. With a hack saw.
1. First inspect the saw to ·see if the blade is loose or the
teeth are badly broken. The blade should be strained rather
tightly in the frame. 24 teeth to the inch is about right
for the blade, as a COarse blade will have its teeth knocked
out when sawing pipe. The teeth should pointforWB~rd.
2. Saw right through the mark taking pains to have a square
cut, sQwing with a firm forward cutting movement. If you
twist the blade during the stroke you may snap it.
4. REAMING AND THREADING.
a. Reaming.
After sawing it will be noticed that the inside of the cut
vlill have a sharp edge that is liable to scrape the insulation
from the wire when it is d1~awn through. Talce a purring reamer
and ream the inside until it is smooth. If the reamer is
placed in a brace 8 or 9 turns will generally be enough.
b. Threading.
See that the size of the die is the same size as the pipe.
Put a little lard cutting oil 01'1 the pipe a..nd run the die on
it until the die engages the pipe. Adju~t the guide to the
pipe. Turn the stock slowly to the rig~t, pushing hard against
the conduit, until the die starts to cut. From time to time
put a little oil on the pipe as you cut. Cut'until the end
of the pipe comes through the dies about three or four threads.
Rock the stock back and forth a few times and then unscrew.
Take the stock o'ff and rap the p·ipe smartly a few times with
the handle of the stock to knock off any chips that might
sticlc to the pilJe and also to knock out any shavings·fro·m
the inside of the pipe.
5. IltfAKlN'G A, RUNNING-THRE..~D J01N'T.
a. With a right hand pipe die, thread both pieces of conduit to
be connected. ··The thread on one should be of standard length
ana. on the other about one and one-half times the length of
th~ coupling to be used.
b. Run" a standard locknut upon the condui t with the longer thread
and follovv with a standard coupling until the~onduit extends
through it.
0.. Butt the threaded end"s of the conduit together. Unscrew the
coupling from the long thread and at the same time upon. the
short thread. Run it upon the short thread until it is tight.
d. After the coupling is in place unscrew the locknut until it
strilr.es the coupling. Tighten the locknut securely with a
pair of gas pliers or a pipe wrench.
6 • BE1JDING.
Mark off on the pipe the length of·the bend .. Move the bending
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hickey about 3~ inches from this mark towards the end of the
pipe. Place the foot up tight against the hickey and bend. As
the pipe com~s up measure it to see if it is likely to be right.
If it seems to be a little long slip the hickey further up to-
ward the end. If the bend looks short slip the hickey down and
bend. When the bend is nearly straight slip the handle of the
bender over the straight end of the bend and pull until the bend
is finished.
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7. THROWING AN OFFSET.
a. Mark on the pipe the place where the offset is to be and
make the bend in the regular manner.
b. Slip the hickey along the pipe to about where the next bend
is to be made. Place the hickey handle on the floor and hold
it from slipping with the foot. Grasp the pipe tightly with
both hands and bend it down until the pipe has the shape
needed. Be sure the pipe does not twist in the hands or the
pipe will not lay flat.
c. Small offsets 011 the extreme end of the pipe are generally
made with the handle of the hickey on the floor.
8. MAKl!~G SF ECI,AL BmJDS.
a. Bending ~ goose-neck.
1. Start the bend in. the usual manner but continue the bend
until it is parallel with the long end.
2. Reverse the .conduit and make the bend at A, making sure
the end of the goose-neck is in line with the long run.
/,:_-------
b. Making.a saddle bend.
Make the bend at A first. Finish by making the bends at
Band C. The amount of the saddle can be adjusted somewhat
by changing the angles of the bends.
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9. INSTALLING AND CON~EC.~NG TO OUTLET BOXES _~D CABINETS.
a. Knock or drill a hole in the box or cabinet to allow conduit
to enter. If enameled the enamel and burrs should be removed
to secure good electrical connection. Run a standard lock-
nut over the conduit, well back on the threads.
b. Fasten the box securely to the surface,' insert conduit into
the box with the locknut on the outside.
c. Run a standard conduit bushing over the end of the C011dui t
inside of the box, and fasten it securely with a pair of sllp-
joint plie~s.
d. Pull the conduit back until the bushing is against'the inside
of the box. Run a locknut up and tighten securely. Examine
to see if the connection is mechanically and electrically secure.
10. CONNECTING TO FITTINGS.
a. Threaded fittings.
There are in coro~on use several makes of conduit fittings
which have a tapped hub into which the conduit is screwed.
They are made in a variety of types and are used for outlets,
junction boxes, and angles. The type of use wi11 depend on
the use to which it is to be put. Some of these are made of
cast iron and others of malleable iron or pressed steel.
Select the proper size and type being careful that the open-
ing will come at the proper place. Screw the conduit into
the hub or the hub onto the conduit with a pipe wrench until
the conduit is tight, but not so tight as to break or twist
the fitting.
b. Connecting to threadless fittings.
Realizing that there is considerable labor involved in
threading and connecting to threaded fittings, manufact~rers
have developed a line of fittings to take their place. These
fi tting.s depend on a clamping device in·stead of threads.
They are time savers and are almost a necessity under certain
conditions, as they Can be used in much the Same way as
unions are used in steam and gas fittings but without the use
of threads.
11. PULLING IN CONDUCTORS.
a. Anneal the end of a fish tape by heating to a red heat with
a blow torch and allow to cool in the air.
b. Bend the annealed end into a loop l-?:!if long.
c. Insert the looped end into one end of the conduit and push
forward until it reaches the other end of the run. If diffi-
culty is encountered in running it through, the obstruction
Ca~n often be passed by jeral{ing the tape back\vard and forward.
d. If it is found that it is impossible to get the fish tape
through in this manner, prepare another fish tape as at first
and run it from the opposite end. By twisting one or both
tapes when they meet it is usually possible to hook them
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together) after which the tape is withdrawn bringing the first
with it.
8.· Remove the insulation from about 3 inches of each o.onductor
to be Dulled in.
f. Insert· these bare ends in the loop of the fish tape and tie
the ends around the rest of the wire in the manner of a cable
splice. Be careful not to make a lump where the splice is
made.
g. Mash the loop, in the fish tape, as flat as possible.
h. Wrap friction tape around the joints beginning with the loop
on the fish tape and wrapping spirally backward. Be sure that
the friction ·tape is \vra.pped tigl1tly and not allovved to form
a lump.
1. One man pulls on the other end of the fish tape while another
feeds the conductors into the conduit. Great care must be
used in the feeding in job to see that the wires do not lap
or twist around each other. In heavy pulls rub tallow from
a candle on the insulation of the conductors. This will make
it much easier.
12. M.A!(ING SPLICES IN OUTLET BOXES .Al~D JUNCTIGN BOXES.
Pull at least 6 inches of wire into the boxes. Determine
which conductors must be spliced. Scrape insulation from at
least 3 11 of the wire. Cross the pairs between the fingers and
twist them together, in a Rat-tail splice, for a distance of at
least an inch. Several conductors may be twisted together in
the Same way_ After twisting by hand take your pliers and tight-
en. Cut off the excess part of the splice. After splicing pull
the spliced ends as far out of the box as possible and away from
each other and the conduit system, until the final circuit tests
a.re made.
13. GROUNDING.
Ground clamps prOVide a means of effecting a good electrical
and mechanical ·attachment of the ground \vire to the pipe to
which the system is grounded.
When a conduit system is to be grounded, half-inch conduit
is run between the service cabinet and the water pipe to'which
it is to be grounded. In this conduit pull #8 bare or R.C.
copper wire. The end in the service cabinet is connected to a
bolt in the bottom of the cabinet. A clamp is placed on the
. end of. ~he conduit and on the water pipe. The ground vl~re is
brought.·,:out of the conduit, tied onto the clamp on tIle end of the
condu1t, and run to the other clarnpand connected t11ere.
A water pipe is about the best ground obtainable. However,
it is necessary to connect on the street side of the meter in
grounding. If the distance· to a pipe, on the street si·de of the
meter', . is conSiderable, and a cold-water pipe on the house side
is aval1able, the ground wire may be attached to the latter,
and a copper jumper should then be placed anuund the meter.
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Where gas pipe~ pass through outlet boxes, as in combination
electric and gas fixtures , the gas pipe must be firmly connected




With a sharp nail, knife, or chalk mark the conduit at the
place it is to be cut. Place the conduit in the pipe vice and
clamp snugly so that the pipe will not move when you start to
cut. If you tighten too tight you may dent the conduit.
Inspect the saw to see if the blade is loose or the teeth
badly broken. The blade should be strained rather tightly in
the frame. 24 teeth to the inch is about right for the blade,
·as a COarse blade will have its teeth knocked out when sawing
pipe. The teeth should point forward.
Saw right through the mark taking pains to have a square
cut, sawing with a firm forward movement. If you tWist the
blade during the stroke you may snap it.
b. Reaming.
After sawing it will be noticed that the inside of the cut
\vill have a sharp edge that is liable to scrape the insula-
tion from the wire when it is drawn through. There also will
be a rough edge on the exterior that ~ill prevent the fittings
from slipping on. Take a pair of 10 inch combination pliers
or a pair of gas pliers; using the jaws, clamp around this
rough external edge. A few twists of the pliers will remove
this. Use a burring reamer to remove the sharp edge on the
interior.
15. BEN'DIN'G.
Mark off on the pipe the point at which the bend is necessary
(as at A). Mark back from this point 5t inches (as at B). Place
the inner edge of the l~tch, on the bender, on this mark with
the back edge of the bender toward the point of bend. Place the
foot on the bender and bend.
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16. THROWING AN' OFFSET.
Mark on the pipe the place where the offset is to be and make
the bend in the regular manner.
Slip the hickey along the pipe to about where the next bend
is to be made. Place the hickey handle on the floor and hold it
from slipping with the foot. Grasp the pipe tightly with both
hands and bend it down until the pipe has the shape needed. Be
sure the pipe does not twist in the hands or the pipe will not
laY flat.
17. IvlAKING SPECIAL BENDS.
a. Bending ~ goose-neck. .
1. Start the bend in the usual manner but continue it until
, it is parallel with the long end.
2. Reverse the conduit and mwce the bend at A, making sure
the end of the goose-neck is in line with the long run,
A§,~/~. ' .... t,b-------/ Q "~--D
v....-_--- ~ J)~PE
roosE NECl< SADDLE BEN'O
b. ]Jlaking §: saddl e bend.
Make the bend at A first. Finish by m8~ing the bends at
B andC. The amount of the saddle c·an be adjusted somevvhat
by changing the angles of the bends.
18. INST.rl.LLING.
After locating all outlets try to figure out the most direct
way of running your pipe. Avoid as many turns or bends as you
can. Fasten the conduit to the material being wired over with
pipe straps or other approved holdinG device.
19. CONNECTING TO OUTLET BOXES AND CABINETS.
a. Knock out or drill a hole in the box or cabinet to allow the
conduit to enter. The burrs should be removed to secure good
electrical connection. Place a connector on the end of the
conduit and tighten.
b. Fasten the box securely to the surface, insert the conduit
into the box until the connector is flush with the box.
c. Run a locknut over the end of the conduit inside the box
and tighten wi th a scre\vdriver.' (Place the blade of the
scre\vdriver in a slot on the locknut and hi t the 'handle
several times with the palm of the hand. This will cause
the locknut to tighten).
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d. Examine to see if the connection is mechanically and electri-
cally secure.
20. CONNECTING TG FITTINGS.
a. Threaded fittings.
There are in common use several makes of conduit fittings
which have a tapped hub in~o which the conduit 1s screwed.
They are made in a variety of types and are used for outlets,
junction boxes, and angles. The type to use will depend on
the use to which it is to be put. Some of these are made of
cast iron and others of malleable iron or Dressed steel.
Select the proper size and type being careful that the open-
ing will come at the proper place. Screw an adapter into the
hub finger tight. Insert a piece of conduit into the opening
and tighten the adapter with a wrench.
FLEXIBLE STEEL CONDUIT (Greenfield)
21. CUTTIl~'G .Al~D REAlvl1NG.
a. Cutting.
Place the conduit in a vice being careful not to crush it
and cut with a fine toothed hacksaw close up to the Vice.
It is generally best to cut through tI1.e middle of one of
the spirals, the saw is not so likely to catch and bre~c.
b. Reaming .
. Ream or file the burr that is left with a three cornered
or rat- tail fil·e. If the end of the spiral bends do\vn it
must be bent back out of the way of the wire.
22. C0UPLING.
a. Screw two regular Greenfield box connectors together with a
standard pipe coupling. Push the ends of the Greenfield in
the ends of the connectors as far as they will go and tighten
up the set screws.
b. To connect a piece of Greenfield to rigid conduit, screw a
connector on a regular coupling and tl1.en on the r'lgid conduit.
Push the flexible conduit on the connector and· tighten up
the set screVl.
23. INSTALLING AND CONN·ECTING- TO BOXES AND lfITTINGS.
a. Installing. .
Flexible conduit is used in wiring old buildinGs and so
must be fished through walls and ceilings .. When run parallel
to the joists the flexible conduit may lay loose upon the
ceiling. \Vhen run across the joists bore holes and run the
conduit through them. When making turns let them be as large
as possible so that the wir'e wilJ. fish through easily.
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Fasten the conduit well at the turns so that when the wire
is fished through the pull will not kink the conduit or pull
it out of the box.
b. Connecting to boxes.
Put a regular connector on the Greenfield then push the
connector through the desired knockout in the box. Place
the locknut on and tighten securely against the box so that
there will be no looseness.
24. PULLING IN CONDUCTORS.
Wires are not installed in Greenfield 1J.ntil all the flexible
conduit is in place. In pulling in the wires a type of fish
tape other thRn the flat may have to be used. In this case a
round wire will be found best.
FLEXIBLE ARMORED C0NDL~T (Bx)
25 .CUTTING.
Place the conduit in a vice (or if a vice is not handy grasp
it tightly in the hand and hold the arm rigid so that the Bx
Wil.l be fairly stationary), bein~careful not to crush it and
cut with a fine toothed hacksaw ~24 teeth to the inch). Be
careful not to cut the insulation on the wires.
In cutting Bx dO. not cut at right angles with it (as at A),
instead cut at an angle of 45° (as at B)~
HAl;,K5A.W~ r ""c)(SAW ,
A IJ
Do not cut all the way around the conduit, just cut through
one layer on the side you start cutting on.
26. 'STRIPPING ARI\AOR B'OR SPLICES.
After cu,tting through the sheatIl (6 n v\lill be eno1.lgh for a
splic,e) grasp the main section in the right hand and the 6"
piece in the left hand. Twist the two pieces in the opposite
direction, the piece in the right hand clockwise and the piece
in ~he left hand counterclockwise, then pull the 6 11 piece off.
Next unwind the paper insulation and tear it off below the
~dge of the sheath. Insert a bushing between the wire and the
sheath.
27. INSTALLING AND CONNECTING TG BOXES AND FITTINGS.
a. :trmored cable may be used in the vviri11gof old or new build-
~ngs. In old buildings it must be fished through the walls
and ceilings, and need not be supported when fished parallel
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Insert the backing under
Screw the backing down.
to the joists. When run across the joists bore holes and pull
the Bx through them. In making turns be careful not to bend
the cable too short or it is liable to pull apart and expose
the wire. If the cable is broken in a place the vlh,ole length
must be replaced. When used in new work pipe straps or nails
bent over may be used to hold the cable in place.
b. Put a l~egular Bx connector on the cable and tighten the set
screw. Put the connector through tIle desired kn,ockout in
the box and tighten up the locknut against the box.
METAL MOLDING.
28. CUTTING.
a. To cut with a hacksaw place the molding in a vice or in some
manner hold it rigid. Use a fine toothed blade and saw square-
ly through the molding. The cap and the base can be cut at
the same time if desired.
b. To cut vvi th a regular molding c~tter, place the cap in the
cutter so that the mark will be at the edge, and on the side
that you wish it, of the cutter. Press down hard on the handle
and cut. Proceed in the same manner for the base.
29,~ SLGTTING OR PUNCHING.
a. Vfuen molding is cut it is gene'rally necessary to pr'ovide
slots for screws on the fittings and also slots for' the sup-
porting screws. Hold the molding in the punch ~nd push down
hard on the handle. If the punch changes the shape of the
molding, straighten with a few taps of a hammer.
b. If a punch is not available plac,e the molding in a vice, and
u.sing a fine toothed hacksaw, cut a 1/8" wide by -in long
slot in the end of the backing.
30. COUPLING.
a. Screw. coupling.
Loosen the screws on the coupling and slip the molding'in
place. Tighten the screws. Be careful,not to strip the
threads on the screws or try to remove them entirely as they
are made so that they will not come off. The coupling may
be put on either before the molding is put up or after.
b. Slotted coupling.
Screw the coupling to the wall.
the raised piece on the coupling.
Cover over with the capping.
31. -BEND1NG AND MITERlN'G ,A TUm!.
a. Bending.
To bend either use a Metal Molding Bender or bore a hole
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through a 2x4, slip the molding through it, and bend. Be
very careful to keep the base and cap of the Metal Mold
tog.ether. 1 t may be bent to any radius not less than 4 inches,
b. Mitering.
The inside bend is ma~e by cutting a 90 notch out of the
base, any square corner will give you the desired cut. Hold
the molding in the vice and cut with a fine toothed saw,
being careful not to cut through the base. The outside bend
is made by sawing a straight cut in the base.
32. INSTALLING ~~D CONNECTING TO BOXES AND FITTINGS.
a. Installing.
The backing of each length of Metal Mold has several holes
conveniently located for securing it to the wall or ceiling.
. The backing is secured, to. the surface being wires over, by
means of screws, toggle bolts, or expansion shields, accord-
ing to the type of surfac~.
The wires are then placed in this trough or backing and
the capping is pr~ssed on.
Care must be t~{en in the installation to conform with
all code rulings. That is, the raceway must be continuous
in 'order to obtain a good ground; when passing through floors
the raceway must be protected, with an iron pipe, from the
ceiling to a point 3 inches above the floor; the same holds
true when molding passes through partitions whose surround-
ings are damp.
b. Connecting to boxes and fittings.
Secure the backing of the fitting or box to the surface
being wired over. If this is a .slotted- type coupling, insert
the backing of the molding under the raised piece on the back-
ing of the fitting. If it is a screw type coupling, loosen
the screw on the backing of the fitting or box and slip the
mo'lding in place; tighten the screw. Then secure the bacl(ing
to the surface. Insert the wires- and press the capping of
the molding over th~ backing. Leave the covers of all boxes
and fittings off until all connections and splices are made.




Place the Wiremold in a vice or between a cou~le of nails
and ~aw on the mark with a fine toot~ed hacksaw {32 teeth). The
mold~ng should be held fairly rigid while cutting or you are
liable to break the blade of the saw•.
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34. COUPLING.
Wiremold is furnished with one coupling per length much the
same as. rigid conduit. To couple two lengths, slip the coupling
out of lts groove until the screw hole is visible and drive in
the screw. Push the Wiremold to be couryled over the coupling
and tap with a hammer until a good fit 1s obtained.
35. Bn~DING WITH A WIREM0LD BENPER.
In bending Wiremold both the backing and capping must be
bent at the same time.
a. 900 bend
Mark off the distance to the point of bend on the molding.
Mark ahead 5~ inches from this point. Place the inner edge
of the latch of the bender on this point and bend. In bending
apply pressure close to the bender.
b. Offsets.
IVlark 011 the molding the place where the offset is to be
and start the bend in the regular manner.
Turn the molding over and place the other point of off-
set at the latch and bend it down until it has the shape
needed. Take short bites (the shorter the bite the better
the bend).
36. INSTALLING AND CONNECTING TO BOXES AND FITTINGS.
a. Installing.
In installing Wiremold the backing and capping are in-
stalled at the same time. Each length of Wiremold is supplied
with a coupling. This coupling has a hole in the center in
order to secure it to the surface. After securing it by means
of a screw, toggle bolt, or expansion shield, the length of
wiremold is slipped over the coupling. The coupling fits in
slots between t~e backing and the surface.
Wiremold may also be secure¢! to the s:ur~ace by the use of
clips or straps. The clips are secured to the surface and
the molding pressed into them. The straps are placed over
the molding after ir has been connected to the boxes and
fi ttings.
After the molding has been installed the wires are pulled
through the metal trough, thus completing the job.
b. Connecting to boxes and fittings.
'S'crew upthe backing' of allfittings. Slip the Wiremold.
onto these, being sur~ that the backing of th~ molding goes
over the baoking of the fitting, fasten the molding to the
surface. Slip the tongue in the base of the box or fitting
under the backing of .the molding, and fasten to the surface
with a #6 wood screw, expansion shield, or toggle bolt.
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Leave the cover piece of all boxes and fittings off until
the wire is pulled in and splices are made. Then snap, or
fasten the covers on with screws, according to the type.
XTENSIONDUCT
37. USING THE CUTTING AND NOTCHING GAUGE.
For neat and accurate work the cutting and notching guage 1s
used. This will assure close fitting joints and corners.
The gauge is really a mitering box. ,It has two verticle
cutting slots and two 45° slots. The verticle slots are for
cutting through the molding, while the 45° slots are for miter-
ing. Place the gauge in a vice so that it will be held rigid.
Use a fine toothed hacksaw.
38. INSTALLING BACKING.
Me..rl~ the posi tion of the. rUl1 and measure for length. Cut the
length you desire. In th~ backing are holes spaced about 2 ft.
apart. Secure the backing to the surface, through these holes
using ~ x 6 F.H. wood screw.
39. PUT'TING IN WIRES.
Of all raceways Xtensionduct is the easiest one to put wires
in. You Just lay the wires in. The bacl~ing is just large enough
for two wires to fit snugly. Push the wires in, at one end, with
the fingers and then press them in all along the backing.
40. PUTTING ON CAPPING.
The capping is snapped on. That is, press it on at one end,
then move along its length and pl~ess the rest of 1t on wi th the
hand. It will snap on easily and fit tightly.
41. COUPLING.
A coupling 1s prOVided to couple two lengths of backing. This
coupling has one hole in it. S~rew it on with a i x 6 F.H. wood
screw. Slip the backing under the slots prOVided and fasten the
backing down. The capping will extend avel" the coupled pieces.
42. MITERING A TURN.
, Place the cutting and notching gauge 111 a vice'. I~arl~ the
backing where the miter is to be made. Slip the backing into
the gauge and.place the mark opposite one 450 slot. Cut with a
hacksaw, cutting through the sides but not through the back.
Move the mark to the other 450 slot and cut as b~fore. This
will leave a V-shaped notch. It Can then be bent to make either
an external or internal bend.
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43. BENDING.
It is possible to bend Xtensionduct by installing the proper
latch and adapter to a Metal Mold or Wiremold bender. In bend-
ing the base and capping must be assembled.
CLEAT~ IN OP EN WIRING.
44. INSTALLING RUN~IN'G BOARD·S AND GUARD STRIPS.
a. Wiring over surfaces.
Quite frequently wiring is done over surfaces of brick,
stone, or concrete instead of wood. Time will be saved if
wooden strips are fastened to 'the wall and the cleats fasten-
ed to this backing, instead of drilling holes and fastening
each individual pair of cleats to the wall.
b _ Wiring through floors.
In cleat wiring it is sometimes necessary to wire through
floor's. ~Vhen wiring through floors the wire must be protect-
ed from the ceiling to a point 7 feet above the floor.
One method of doing this is by the use of condui,t. ).
suitable fitting, with bushed holes, is used on either end
of the conduit. The conduit is run from the ceiling to a
point 7 feet above the floor. Cleats should be used close
to the point of entrance and exit of the pipe.
Another method is by use of a wooden box. Bore two holes
through the floor, at 1.east 2t inches apart, wi th a #10
wood bit. Bush these holes w~th porcelain tubes long enough
to reach througll the floor. For 7 feet above the floor build'
a wooden box around the wires. No part of the boxshoul·d come
any nearer the wires than 1 inch. The wires should be pro-
tected, at the point of exit, from the box, by means of por-
celain tubes. Use cleats on both sides of· the tubes at th,e
point of entrance to the floor and exit from the box.
45. INSTALLING CLEATS.
Examine the cleats to see if they are in good condition and
are pairs. Fasten them to the surface with nails or screws.
Screws are much better than nails as there is less chance to
break the cleats . For ordinary cleats use a #8 screvv 2 inches
long, For use over plastered surfaces the screw should be at
least three inches long.
46 • MAKlNG A TURN.
a. It t~ces two qleats to make a turn. Space them close together,
a$ shown in the figure. Make a square turn with the outside
wire in a neat manner~
b'l 111 making a long straight run, put up the first cleat and
then go to the end Q·f tIle run and put up the last cleat.
Smooth out the wires by sliding the handle of your screw-
driver or hammer over them and then pull the wires tight.
Put the supporting cleats at the proper intervals along
the run.
47. MAKING A DEAD END.
Install a pair of cleats at the end of the run. Pull the
wires tight and then make five or six turns about the wire.
AT A CLEAT
48. TAPPING A CIRCUIT.
( )










a. Run the branch circuit up to the place where it is to tap
the main circuit. It takes three pairs of cleats to make a
tap. Put one pair on the tapping branch about one inch from
the main branch. Put the other two on the main branch on
each side f h th i ill t th i uit.
b.
(. .)
Remove. the insulation from about 1 inch of the wires. Put
a tube on the wire that is to cross the wire of the main
line so that it will be under it, that is, the tube 1s next
to the surfaced wired over.
Make the joints by tWisting the tapping branch wires onto
the main wires.
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49. CONNECTING TO FITTINGS.
There are only three main types of fittings used in Cleat
Wiring. Namely, the cleat receptacle, the rosette, and the snap
s1!li tch.
a. The cleat rec8ntacle.
---The cleat receptacle is generally used as a light outlet.
It is made in one piece, either' of porcelain or ba1celite.
It has two exposed terminals and two holes for supporting
scre\~s.
To install, fasten the receptacle to the surface being
wired over with two #6 wood screws 1 inch long. Remove a
small amount of insulation from the wires and wind them
around the binding posts in the direction the screw turns
to tighten.
bit The rosette.
---The rosette is a porcelain fitting used either for a
drop cord or extension cord. It is made in two pieces;
namely, the cap and the base. The base has two binding screws
to connect the line wires to, and two spring clips, connected
to the binding screws, to hold the cap on. The capping has
two binding screws to connect the drop or extension cord to,
and two prongs, connected to the binding screws, to hold the
capping and base together. The contact between the base and
cap is made through the clips and prongs.
The base is fastened to the surface, wi tIl #8 \vood screws
2 inches long, by means of a slotted piece called a sub-base.
This sub-base keeps the wires from touching the surface. The
wires are laid in these slots and- brought up through the back
of the base and attached to the binding screws. The extension
cord is brought into the cap, through a hole in the center,
and attached to the binding screws. Tie an Underwriters' knot
\vith tIlls wire, in the cap, so that, the weight of the fixture
on the other end of the cord will pull against this knot in-
stead of the connection at the screws.- Place the prongs on
the cap undel~ the clips on the buse and t\vist the cap until
the prongs haveslipp-ecl all -of the way under the clips~
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c. Snap and toggle switches.
The construction of the switch base is quite similar to
the construction of the base of the rosette. That is the
wires must be brought in from the back. Therefore, if the
switch were attached to the surface without some additional
base, the wires would be pressed directly against the surfRce.
The type of base used is the same as that for the rosette,
a porcelain sub-base.
Remove the insulation from the ends of the wire, and bring
them through the holes provided in the base of the switch.
Attach the wires to their respective binding screws, being
careful not to leave the ends projecting so that they inter-
fere with the operation of the switch.
Adjust the wires where they enter the base so that they
fit into the slots of the sub-base. Secure the two bawes to
the surface by means of #8 wood screws 2 inches long.
Attach the cap to the switch and operate.
KNOB AND TUBE IN' GP EN vVlRING
--'- -- -- ---
50. BeRING JOISTS, STUPS, ETC. FOR TUBES.
In boring holes through joists the holes should be bored at
an angle with the floor, rather than parallel to it; this
lessens the danger of the tubes becoming dislodged. The holes
should be kept in a straight line; this makes the stringing of
the wires easier. The holes should be spaced evenly; they must
be at least 5 inches apart to meet the Code requirements. The
holes should be oleal1, this to make the installation of the
tubes easier.
Bore the holes with a 5/8 inch or #10 wood bit. The job will
be much easier to do if an 18 inch bit extension and a ratchet
brace are used.
51. INSTALLING TUBES.
After all of the holes have been bored insert the tubes. The
tubes ShOtlld be placed wi th the head on the higher end of the
hole, except where the wil~e 1s run from a tube to a knob. Then
the head of the tube is placed on the same side of the joist
with the knob. In this Case the knob and the wire hold the tube
in place. If the tube 1s not placed in this manner it is quite
likely to breal{ when the wire is tightened.
52. STRINGING CONDUCTORS.
a. 1~ is. best to first layout the line wires. If possible pull
t~em ~n the full distance of the circuit. The switch legs,
l~ght legs, and wires for receptacles can then be tapped on
this.
b. In pulling in the wire pull in the direction of the tube
that is, in the direction which the tube slants or again~t
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its head. It generally will be impossible to pull through
more than 3 to 5 joists at a time.
c. Wires cannot be run directly from tubes to outlet boxes.
This is because the sB..gglng of the wires makes a firae hazard
due to the possibility of their coming into contact with the
surface. It is necessary that the wire first be run to a
knob and drawn tight; then run into the box.
53. F.ASTEl~·ING \VIRE vVITH KNOBS.
a. General
It is not only customary to run vvires through joists and
studs, but also parallel to them. When wiring over the sur-
face of these pirces it is necessary to support the wires
at least every 42 feet, and to keep them 1 inch from the
surface. This is done by means of porcelain knobs.
Attach the wire at one end of the flat surface to a knob
that has been nailed down. At the other end of the run draw
the wire fairly tight and attach it to another knob. Tilt
this knob so that the head is pointed toward the first one.
Drive the nail in. The flat surface of the base of the knob
will cause the knob to straighten up and draw the wire taunt.
If supports are needed between these two end pieces, addi-
tional knobs Can be added. It is unnecessary to tilt them in
either direction.
b. Solid knobs.
It is best to use solid knobs at the beginning and end
of the run, where the wire terminates at outlet or switch
boxes, and also Can be used at all other points.
When solid knobs are used as a support in the middle of
a run it is nec·essary to use a tie wire. That is a \vire to
hold the fficlin wire against the lcnob.
When used at the end of runs it is unnecessary to use
the tie. Instead \vrap the wire B~ll the way a.round the knob.
Then twist the knob four or five times until there are
several end turns at this point. Then drive the knob home.
c. Split knob.
It is best to use split knobs for supporting a run of
wire. Split knobs are also used when tapping a circuit or
when changing from a run through joists to a run parallel
to them. It is possible but not best to use split knobs at
the beginning or end of a run.
54. BRINGING WIRES INTO OUTLET AND SWITCH BOXES.
It is qUite obvious, from the dimensions of outlet and switch
boxes, that the 5 inch minimum distance allowed between wires
cannot b·e maintained when bringing vlires into them. Therefore,
additional insulation must be used. A flexible, non-metallic
sheathing, call ed loom" is used. This loom must· be run from the
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last support, on the wire, to 1 inch inside the box. It is held
in place in the box by means·of loom clamps. About 6 inches of
wire should be left for the splices. In boxes rat-tail splices
are generally used.
55. TAPPING A CIRCUIT.
Split knobs are used when taps are made. Run wires through
the joists, using porcelain tubes. Place the heads of the tubes
on the side the tap is to be made. Place a split knob, for the
tap, on the side wher'e the wires come through the joists, so
that the bottom groove holds the main wire and the top groove
holds the wire being tapped on. Wrap the tap wire around the
main vvire four or five times (this aff'ords extra strength to
the splice). Then make the splice, solder, and tape it.
The splice on the other wire is r.nade in the same way. In
crossing the first wire be sure to pl~ce a porcelain tube on
the tap wire and tape it to the main wire so that it will not
move and rub the insulation off of it. Use another split knob
as before and make the splice in the same manner.
The split knob used affords strength to the main wire, the
tap wire, and takes the strain off the splice.
56. GROUNDING A KN0B AND TUBE SYSTEM.
In grounding Conduit, Raceways, or Armored Cable, the whole
system may be grounded. While in the Knob and Tube system,
because there is no metallic connection between outlets other
than the wire, only the service cabinet is grounded.
Attach a lug, by means of sweating, on one end of the ground
wire. Bolt this lug to the service switch box, be sure to re-
move all enamel from the point of contact. The other end of the
wire should be attached to a water pipe, on the street side of
the meter if possible. If this is too far, place a jumper over
the meter, and attach to any convenient water pipe. The wire
should be #8 bare copper, and run through conduit to a point
close to where the ground connection is to be made. There
attach a ground clamp to the point of ground and another one
to the end of the conduit. Bring the wire out of the condlli t
and fasten it first to the ground clamp on the conduit; then
attach it to the ground clamp on the water pipe. This will
afford better support for the wire and will also make a better
cant·act.
BELl" WIRING
57. PL).Nl~ING AND lWClNG A BILL OF rUTERl_4.L.
Making a bill of material for a bell wiring job is much
simpler than for a house wiring job. Mainly because of the
smaller amount of material needed,
8. Count the number of bells and ~uttons required.
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b. Layout on the booth the location of the bells and buttons.
Measure for the wire between them (allow for coils at the
bells) .
c. Estimate the number of screws and tacks needed.
58. DRAVIIN'G THE DIAGRAlVl.
Your diagram vlill be easy to .draw if you always remember
that the bell and button must be connected on the opposite .sides
of the battery. The drawing of the diagram can be shown in three
steps.
a. Draw the wire connecting your bell or bells to th~ battery
first. If there is more than one bell connect them to-
gether and tap the wire to the battery on to this.
b. Next draw the wire or wires connecting'the bells to the
buttons that are supposed to ring them. This part requires
the most Care in tracing the circuit.
c. Last connect the remaining sides of the buttons to the
battery. As in the first step, if there is more than one
button, connect them all together and tap a wire onto this
for the battery.
,59. INSTALLING PUSHBUTTONS.
All pushbuttons are mounted on square wooden bases, having
three holes for screws. Wires are brought from terminals on the
button, through the back, and are conn~cted to clips on the
bottom of the base.
The button will be placed at the desired heighth so that it
is parallel with the floor. Use 3-~ x 6 F.R. wood screws to
hold the base. If more than one button is used, keep them at
the same level or on a line parallel with the floor .. The space
betwee'n buttons is to be large enough so that another one could
be placed in it and have one inch room on either side.
60. INSTALLING BELLS.
All bells are mounted on square wooden bases, having 3 holes
for screws, Wires are brought from terminals on the bell,
through the bacl~, and are connected to clips on the bottom of
the base.
The bell will be placed at the desired heighth so that it is
parallel with the floor. Use 3-i x 6 F.H. wood screws to fasten
the base to the wall. If more than one bell 1s to be used keep
them all on the same line parallel with the floor. The bells
are to be 8-inches apart when more than two are used. With only
two bells they should be placed one foot apart.
61. WlRIN'G IN A BELL CIRCUlT .
There are four operations that will occur in every bell
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wiring job- (a) coils must be made at the bells and at the
battery; (b) all kinks must be removed from the wire; (c) all
turns must be made at right angles and wires run straight
horizontally and vertically; (d) the insulation must be remoVed
from the ends of the wire in such a manner that it will not
unravel after being installed.
How is all this done? It can best be explained by telling
how a complete job is wired in. Let us consider ~ob No.1.
First assume that the bell, button, and battery have been
placed in the positions designated in the diagram.
a. Take a piece of wire that is .to be fastened to one pole of
the dry cell. Untwist both coverings from about one inch of
the end of the wire and tie the two coverings together
around the wire. Cut off the excess covering.
b. About an inch from this uncovered portion wind the wire
around a pencil four or five turns, to form a neat coil.
c. Fasten the wire to the wall of the booth with a staple,
leaving the end just long enough to extend to the terminal
of the cell.
d. Loosen the nut on the terminal of the dry cell and wrap
the bare end of the wire around the post in the direction
the nut will turn to tighten. Mill~e only one wrap and then
tighten the nut. Nick the spare end of the wire with a knife
at the point where it leaves the nut and break it off by
bending it back and forth.
e. If there ar~ any lcinks in the \vire, straighten them by
holding the \ivire tight and rubbing i t \vi th the handle of a
screwdriver1 •
f. Draw the wire tight and staple it to the wall of the booth
at the point where it is to make the first turn. It should
be tight enough to prevent sagging.
g. Continue the run, mal~ing right 8..ngle turns, and place a
staple at each turn and one near the end of the run.
h. Remove the insulation from the end of the wire (as in a)
and clip to the pushbutton.
i. Clip a vJire to the other tel'lmin8..1 of the pushbut.ton in the
same ~an~er and continue the run to the bell. Staple it to
the wall near the bell and make a coil just as you did at
the cell. Fasten the wire to one clip on the bell.
j. Make a coil in another piece of wire and fasten to the
other clip on the bell and run to the other terminal of the
cell. There make a coil and fasten to the other terminal,
as you did in (d)
62. MAKING JGINTS.
Only two types of joints are used in bell wiring- the
Western Union and the Plain Tap. It is much easier' and simpler
to make these splices with #18 annunciator wire than with
ordinary #14. The wire is soft and pliable therefore the
splice can be made with the fingers. ' , ,
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The splices are made and formed with the fingers. Then
tightened with pliers.
It is unnecessary to solder a splice for bell wiring.
63. CONNECTING DRY CELLS.
a. In series.
-- To connect dry cells in series connect the positive poles
to the negative. This will increase the voltage while the
current remains the same.
b. In pal~allel.
Connect like poles to like poles. That is positive to
positive and negative to negative. This will Cause the
current to increase, while the voltage remains the Same.
BOXES AND FITTINGS
64. INSTALLING SWITCH BOXES
Switch boxes have to be installed in many different types
of walls. The most common being the unfinished frame wall.
The quickest and most common method ,of instaliation of a
switch box is by means of the switch box bracket. One side of
the switch box is a bracket or ear; on the other side is a
lath support. This bracket or ear is nailed to one of the
studs. When the laths are nailed on, the other side of the box
is supported by one end of the lath.
65. INSTALLING FIXTURE OUTLET BOXES.
Outlet boxes have to be installed in many different types
of walls and ceilings. The most common type being the unfinished
frame wall or ceiling.
a. The straight bar hanger ..
When this type of hanger is used, attach the box and
bend the bar so that it will fit in between the joistS.
Place the hanger between the joists so that the surface
of the box will hang about i~inch below their surface.
This will make it flush with the finished plaster. Then
nail the bar in place.
b. The offset bar hanger.
When this ~ype of hanger is used it is only necessary
to attach the box to the bar and nail it on the surface
of the joists. The box wiil always come flush with the
finished plastered surface.
66. INST..~LIl'JG CUTOUTS AND PANEL BOXES.
The service group or board consists of three parts: the meter,
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the service sWitch, and the fuse cabinet.
8... The meter.
---The wireman always installs the meter back and runs the
service wires, as explained in Operation 80, to it. The meter
is installed and connected by a representative of the power
company and not by the wireman.
b. The service switch.
--1"'.(1e service swi tcl1. or main-line switch is next connected.
Two wires are run from it to the meter back and others to
the fuse cabinet. A complete explanation Q·f the installation
is given in Operation 80.
c. The fuse cabinet.
---In homes it is very seldom that more than two circuits
are needed. In some buildings instead of having all of the
circuits grouped in one panel, one or more cutouts may be
located at various points over the bUilding. The cutout or
fuse cabinet is nothing more than a steel box containing
the fuses for each circuit, where the number of circuits
are small.
The steel cabinet is either placed flush with the wall
or on the surface, according to the situation. It may be
fastened to any type of wall. The vvires are run to it,
through conduit, and connected according to the wiring
diagram of the number of circuits in the job.
On installations larger than the above mentioned and
where it is necessary to group the circuits, large steel
boxes, known as panel boxes, are used.
As a general rule these cabinets are recessed into a
wall so that the cabinet is flush wi th the \vall surface ..
These cabinets, besides containing the fuses, sometimes hold
switches that control each individual circuit. v~!ere there
are more than four circuits it is l1ecessary that the cabinet
be ''guttered lt • "'vVi th these cabinets the wires are run from
~he meter to the main switch and thence to the various parts
of the cabinet, according to the number of circuits required.
SWITCHES AND RECEPTACLES
67. INSTALLING FLUSH SVITTCH OR RECEPTACLE.
a. SWitches.
1. Single pole.
The installa~ion of the single pole switch is very
simple. Remove the insulation from about *-inch of the
end of the wire. Bend these bare ends in the form of a
hook and place around the binding post screw in the dir-
ection the screw is turned to tighten. Fold the extra
wire back into the switch box and attach the switch to
the box with the machine screws furnished with the switch.
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Attach plate and the job is done.
2. Three-way switches.
The installation of switches to control lights from
two o~ more points is similar to that for single pole
switches in preparing wires, attaching to binding post
screws, folding the wire into the switch box, attaching
the switch to the box, and attaching plate.
In installing these switches you must be sure to get
the line or light wires to the shunt side, or side having
the dark terminal, of the swi~ch; and the traveller wires
to the other terminals. If these wires are crossed the
8'Jvi tch will not wor}~ properly. (Under the last named con-
ditions, it is possible to turn the light on only at the
point where it was turned off).
3. Do not remove too much of the insulation from the
wires that are to go under the binding screws. There is
dang~r of the bare wire touching the switch box and short-
ing the circuit.
b. Receptacles.
Remove the insulation from about t-inch of the end of
the wires. Bend these bare ends in the form of a hook and
place around the binding p6st screw in the direction the
screw is turned to tighten. Be sure to connect the b·lack
wire to the dark terminals and the white wire to the white
terminals. Fold the extra wire back into ~he box and attach
the receptacle to it with the machine screws furnished.
Attach plate and the job is done.
68. IN STALLING SN.. u' SWI TOR ON SPIDER C0VER.
\Vhen a surface toge1e switch or snap switch is used in
connection with an octagon outlet box, it is mounted on a
It spider cover u • The base of the switch is attached to the cover
with machine screws or bolts. The wires are brought in through
the holes in the bas~ and cover prOVided for them and attached
to the binding screws. The cover is placed on the outlet box
and the screws tightened. The switch cover is then placed on.
SPLICING AND SOLDERING
69. SPLICING.
Since it is frequently n~cessary to join two or more wires
together, the student should become proficient in the making
of several types of splices.
The splices which will prove the most 'useful are the Wes~ern
Union Short T~e; the Plain Tap; the Double Wrapped Cross JOlnt;
the Rat-Tail; the Through Fixture Jo.int; and the Terminating
Fixture Joint.
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70. GnJERATING A BLOW TORCH.
Fill the torch about three-four~hs full of gasoline. Pump
in enough air so that the gasoline will come out in a good
stream when the torch is turned on. Hold the hand over the
end of th~ torch and let the gas r11n until the Iittle cup is
nearly filled. Turn off the gas and light. The idea is to get
the neck of the torch good and hot $0 that the raw liquid
gasoline will be turned to a vapor, which when mixed with the
air will burn with a hot blue flame. See that there is nothing
near that is liable to catch fire while the torch is generating.
Protect the blaze from any drafts that might tend to blow the
generating flame from. the neck of the torch, as this neck must
be HOT before the torch will act properly.
When the gasoline has burned out in the cup, turn on and
light. The fl~me should be blue, with little or no yellow in it.
If the flame is yellow it will smoke the joint and make it
hard to solder.
71. TINNING A SOLDERING IRON
Before the iron Can be used it must be put in shape to
salder, this is called Tinning the iron. Heat the iron until
it will melt solder, then with an old" file clean off the
scale from th·e point of the iron only. Do this qUickly, and
then rub the point on a block of sal-ammoniac, along with a
drop of solder, this solder will run and cover the point of
the iron, IttinningU it. This vvhole operation should be done
speedily, so as not to allow the iron to cool. If still hot
the i~on is now ready to use.
72. SOLDERING JOINTS.
a. With an Alcohol Torch.
--.Analcohol torch is very handy for soldel~~ng joints in
confining places, and also where there is danger of marring
surfaces when using a blow torch or a copper.
There are two types of torches e~ch emmiting a small pin
flame. One generates its own force for the flame. The other
has a rubber tube attached through which the operator blows,
thus giving the force.
Apply paste to the joint, light the wiclt, and generate
the force. Apply the flame to the ,joint, melt the paste, and
apply so~de~ to the top. After the solder has melted and
flows through all parts of the joint, let it cool and then
insulate. ' .
b. With a Blow Torch.
----Put some paste on the joint and hold the torch in such a
position that the end of the blaze w~ll'play'on the joint
and not burn 'the insulation of the wire. Hold the flame on
the joint until the soldering paste has stopped.sputtering~
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then move the flame a little to one side and put the solder
on the joint and NOT IN THE FL~AE. if the joint is hot
enough the solder will flow smoothly. It is not necessary
to put much solder on a joint~
c. With ~ Copper.
Rub a little soldering paste on the joint to be soldered.
Place the point of the tinned iron about midway on the joint.
Place the end of the solder against the iron and melt a
small drop. DO NOT PUT IV10RE SOLDER ON UNTIL TH..~T DROP FLOWS
FRE~~Y ALONG THE J0INT. When this occurs a little more solder
may be added. Leave the iron on the joint until the solder
runs f~reely and covers the joint.
d. Genel~n,l.
T~ose things are necessary for good soldering.
1" A hot iron.
2~ A tinned iron.
3. A clean joint.
73. TAPING JOINTS.
After the joint has been made and soldered all- of the bare
copper must be insulated. This is done by wrapping layers of
the same type of insulation, that had been remove~ from the
wire, over the joint. The insulation is furnished in tape form.
For housewiring rubber and friction tape are used.
To apply this insulation, first put on a layer of rubber
tape so that it over-laps half the width of the tape. Apply
it so that after the wrapping no metal will show. Next apply
at least one layer of friction tape, also letting it over-lap
one-half its thickness.
FIXTURE
74. MAKING.tUJ UNDERWRITERS 1 KNOT.
The making of the Underwriters' knot requires four steps:
1 ~ Separate the ends of the twisted cord fctr enough to allow
for the knot and have enough wire left to m~~e the connections.
2. Hold the wire in the left hand so that the separated ends
form a V. Following the figure; loop the end #1 all the way
around #2, returning it to its original position.
1 12
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3. Now loop end #2 around end #1 and bring it up through the
loop formed by end #1.
4. Grasp the two ends in the right hand and pull the knot tight,
75. !v1AKING A DROP CORD.
In m~ing a drop cord, atta..ching a plug at one end and a
brass socket at the other, Underwriters' knots must be tied
for both.
a. Attaching the brass socket.
The brass socket has a brass shell and a porcelain
interior. They are insulated from each other by mean~ of
thin cardboard or insulating paper~ The cap of the shell
can be removed, making the porcelain piece accessible.
To remove this cap, press with the thumb on the middle
part of the sb.ell, next to the key, where the marIe Itpress"
is stamped. Lift off the cap.
Run this cap over the cord and tie the Underwl"i ters t
knot under it. This knot will remove the weight from the
binding screws .. Remove the insulation from the wires and
attach to the screws on the porcelain piece. Then rep~ace
the brass shell.
b. Attaching th~ plug.
Run the plug over the wire and tie the Underw~itersl
knot. Pull the knot up tight into the plug. Remove the
insulation from the wire and wrap each separate wire around
outside, the brass upright to the binding screws. By bring~
lng the wires to the binding screws this way, there is very
little danger of shorting out the plug. Connect the wires
to the binding screws, and the drop cord is ready.
76,. INSTALLING A FIXTURE STUD +.N AN OUTLET BOX.
A fixture stud is a small iron piece having, on one end a
tapped hub, on the other end four legs which flare out. These
legs afford a means of attaching the st~d to the box or surface.
The tapped hub is made to receive the fixture pipe.
Attach the stud to a box by means of a machine screw, or to
the surfaoe by what means are used to attach to that type of
surfaoe.
77. INSTAlLING A CRAIN FIXTURE.
The fixture is generally already made up. If or a single
rchain t'ype, the chain hanging to a hook that screws on the end
of "the fixture ·stem. If of a type using more than one chain,
it w,ill b,e hung on canopy hooks or hooks attached to the edge
of tne canopy_ . The wires will be run through the chain and
connected to the so,cket or sockets. It ·1,s necessary to use
flexible conductors when chain fixtures.are Wired, if solid
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conductors are used they are liable to be weakened and broken
off by the swaying of the fixture.
After installing the fixture stud, screw on the stem. Make
the splices between the fixture cord and line wires. Slip the
canopy over the fixture stem, ,slip a brass shell over the part
of the stem, extending beyond the shell~ Then for a single chain,
SC1'8\V the fixture over the end of the stem. If the fixture 1s
of the multiple chain type, a fitting will be provided to go
on the end of the stem.
78. LOCATING OUTLETS.
In general the wiring plan will show the number and kind of
outlets in a room. If there is more than one ceiling outlet the
plans will usually give their location.
a. A single ceiling outlet is always located in the center of
the room. To do this one workman will get in one corner of
the room and, holding a pencil about one foot in front of
his face, sight the opposite corner of the room. Another
workman, with a stick held upright, stands in the center of
the room. The stick is moved, keeping it upright, until it
comes in the line of sight of the first workman. This man
thens moves to the other corner of the room and again sights.
The stick is again moved, so that its line of movement is
that between the first corner sighted from to the opposite
corner, until it comes tn the line of sight of the workman.
He then checks from the other position and, if no further
movement is required, the outlet is ;installed.
b. The location of switch boxes are always shown on the plans.
The top of the switch box is always 4 feet 6 inches from the
floor, unless otherwise specified.
c. The location of the receptacle boxes are always shown on the
plans. Unless otherwise specified, they are to be 16, inches
above the floor.
79. TRACING AND TESTING CrRCUITS.
a. Tracing.
Where only a few wires are involved in a circuit the best
means of assuring identification is the use of varied colored
wires. But where there are many ,wires, or a few of th~ same
color, the best means of tracing is with a buzzer and dry
cells connected in series.
For 'a short run, attach the free 'terminal of the buzzer
or battery to one end of a wire to be tested. 'Connect a wire
to the other free t'erminal and t01Jchthe other end of each
wire to be tested with this wire. When the buzzer sounds,
you have found your wire. Tag it and test for the next one.
However, in long runs a different method must be used.
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Attach the batteries to two wires to be tested. Test between
two wires at the other end until the buzzer Bounds. tempor-
arily tag these two wires. Disconnect one of the wires from
the battery. Connect another to be tested. Again move the
buzzer over the other ends of the wire until it sounds. Then
mark the first wire to be disconnected #1; the wire used in
the first and second test #2; and the other wire #3. If there
are more wires continue the test, using wire #3 as'a common.
b. Testing.
The job should alwaYs be tested for shorts and grounds.
All wires are pulled in and marked before the fixtures,
switches, and receptacles are installed.
In testing, twist the wires that are to be connected to
sWitches, receptacles, and fixtures together. At the fuse
cabinet, touch across the black and white wire of each
circuit with a buzzer and battery connected in series. If
the buzzer sounds the circuit is O.K. If the buzzer does not
sound, there is something wrong somewhere in the wiring of
that circuit. If a fuse blows there is a short circuit. This
possibly might be caused by some of the untaped wires touch-
ing a box.
In a conduit system, an additional test 1s ma~e by touch-
ing the free terminal of the buzzer to the white wire, and
the free terminal of the battery tQ the iron box. The buzzer
should not sound. Then touch between the black wire and the
iron box. The buzzer should sound.
If these tests check O.K. the circuits are ready to
receive the switches, receptacles, fixtures, and fuses.
80. INSTALLING THE SERVICE.
The installation of the service will be mad~ much easier if
a wooden backing is used. This is especially true when the in-
stallation is made on a concrete or brick wall.
The meter back, which the wireman obtains from the power
company, is fastened to the left hand side of the backing,
near the top. Below· this fasten the service switch box to the
backing. Connect the switch box to the meter back with a piece
of conduit. If more than one circuit is to be used, a fuse box
will be installed. Fasten this to the backing, to the right of
the switch box. Connect the fuse box to the switch box, with a
short piece of conduit.
Run the required number of wires from the switch up to the
meter back. Leave the ends in the meter back extending out,
and connect the other ends to the switch. Run your wires from
the swi tch t.o the fuse box, connecting at each end. Then attach
the wires of the various circuits to the fuse block in the box.
~ .Bring the service wires in from the outside through conduit.
4-1nch conduit and #10 rupber-covered single-braid wire are the
smallest sizes permitted. On the outside attach an entrance cap
to the end of the conduit. The other end of the conduit 1s
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attached .to the top of the meter back and the wire left ex-
tending out of it.
The entrance cap should be as high as the ceiling of the
first floor. The wires are left extending out of the cap. When
the po\ver company connects t11eir lines. with these "vires and
install the meter, the service is complete.
81. DRILLING THROUGH BRICK AND CGNCRET~ WALLS.
Only two tools are necessary for the drilling operations.
They are, a star drill and a #2 ball pein hammer.
Begin the hole by tapping, at a good rate, on the head of the
drill, turning the drill a very small amount after each tap. As
the hole gets deeper swil1g the hammer harder and continue to
turn the drill. This turning of the drill keeps the drill from
sticking and makes the hole smooth 'and round. From time to time
clean out the dust in the hole either by blowing or spooning.
The former is dangerous because the workman is liable to get
the dust in his eyes. The latter is done either by twisting and




1. Go to the booth in which you are going to work and study the job
specifications of the job you are going to do.
2. Layout the pas ition of the bells and buttons on the wall, using
chalk.
3. Using the Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check the
Unit Operations involved in this job.
4. Make out your Bill of Material, in duplicate, and have it checked
by the instructor.
5. Secure from the stock-roam. all the material you need. At the
close of the period lock up in your locker all the material which
you have not yet installed.. You are responsible for all the
material listed on your Bill af Material.
6. Put up your work in a neat, serious-minded fashion, so that you
will form workmanlike habits.
7. Keep your booth clean.
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BELL CIRCUITS
UNIT OPERATION CHECKING SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS:




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -10
~8. Dra\ving diagram 1
~7. Planning and making a
bill of material 2
~9. Installing push
buttons 4
60. Installing bells 3
61. ~Vil-"ing in bell -..
c.ircuits 5
62. Malting Joints 6
03. Connecting dry cells:
a. In series 7
b. In parallel
IvlETHOD OF GRADIN·G WORK
























This is a simple bell circuit. One bell operated by one button,
connected either to a battery or transformer.











Install bell, battery, and button in the position shown on
the diagram~ They are to be installed in the manner stated
in operations 56 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by the instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation as stated in'operation 61.
Have job checked for neatness of installation and for opera-
tion.
Keep the place where you are working clean.
This is the same as part (a), with the exception of the
power supply.
Remove the battery from (a). Connect the bell wire of the
power supply to the secondary of a transformer. Connect the
primary of the transformer to a 2-fuse cutout. The other side
of the cutout is to be connected to a 110-volt line.
BILL GF MATERIAL
IV1brating bell
1 Single-contact push button
1 Dry cell
1 Transformer (110-8 volt)
1 2-fuse cutout
6 ft. #18 Annunciator wire
QUESTIONS











More than one push button may control a bell, if the buttons are
connected in pa+allel+ rn this system by pushing any .one of the
buttons, the b~ll will +ing. However, Care must be taken not to
connect the buttons in series, inasmuch as it will require closing
all buttons at the Same time to ring the bell.
SF ECIFICA'rlONS
Install bells, battery1. and buttons in the position shown on
diagram! ~nstall them'as stated in operations 59 and 60.
braw the wiring diag~am and have it approved by instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61,
Have job checked for operation and neatness of installation.
Keep the place where you are working clean.
b. l~ Transformers may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
2. If transformers are used, connect them as stated in part (b)
of Job No.1.
BILL OF MATERIAL
Make out your Bill of ~aterial following the instructions of
Operation 57 and Job NO f 1.
QUESTIONS









This is tpe ordinary parallel system of controlling a number of
bells from one location. One source of current supplies the energy
for all the bells. The bells are so connected, in parallel, that







Install bells, battery, and buttons in the positions shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operation 59 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by the instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61. .
Have job checked for neatness of installation and for operation~
Keep the place where you are working clean.
b. 1. Transform~rs may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
2. If transformers are used connect them as stated in part (b)
of Job No.1.
BILL OF ~JiATERIAL
Nlake out your O'Nn Bill of ~Jlaterial folloiJ/ing the instructions of
Operation 57" and Job N"o. 1.
QUESTIONS









~n th1s circuit the be~ls are to be controlled from d~fferent
locations, Eitner pusn button at the extreme enqs operates both end










Install bells, battery, and buttons in the position shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operations 59 and 60.
1;):ra\v the wiring d1B"gram and have i t approved by instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61!
Have job checked for operation and neatness ot installation.
Keep the place where you are working clea~,
Transform?rs may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
If transformers are used connect them as stated in part (b)
of Job No.1.
BILL OF Iv.lATERIAL
Make out your own Bill of Material follow~ng the instructions of
Operation 57 and Job No.1.
QVESTIONS












This is known as a three-wire return call system. By pressing
button 1, bell 1 will ring and by pressing button 2, bell 2 will
~ing. In other words a person at station 1 may call another person
at station 2 and be answered.
SF ECIFI CATIONS
Install bells, battery, and buttons in the position shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operations 59 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by instructor.
Wire accordin~ to your own diagram, using the method of
~nstallation stated in operation 61.
Have job checked for operation and neatness of installation.
Keep the place where you are working clean.
b. 1. Tr~1sformers may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
2. If transformers are used connect them 28 stated in part (b)
of Jo'b No. If
BILL OF MATERIAL
Make out your own Biil of Material following the instructions of
Operation 57 and Job N'o. 1.
QUESTIONS





This is known as an intercommunicating bell system, and may be
used in connection with speaking-tube or interior telephone system.
The idea involved is to have a sufficient number of Dush buttons at
each station to enable the remaining stations on the~ same system to
be called independently of one another.. This job having only 3 bells
works as follows: station #1 has 2 push buttons, so arranged that
the bells at stations #2 and #3 may be called by closing the circ~it
of a button corresponding to their station number. At station #2
the buttons are arranged to control bells #1 and #3, respectively.








Install bells, battery, and buttons in the positions shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operations 59 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61.
Have job checked for operation and neatness of installation.
Keep the place where you are working clean.
b. 1. Transf9rmers may be used instead of butteries if you prefer.
2. If transformers are used connect them as stated in part (b)
of Job. No.1.
BILL OF MATERIAL
Make out your own Bill of Material following the instructions
of Operation 57 and Job No. 1
QUESTIONS









PRINCIPLE OF OF ERATI01J
This type is an extensive return-call system using single-contact
push buttons. Here, a set of the upper bells and buttons may be dis-
tributed to various places. The lower set of buttons and the buzzer
are installed at a central point. Each of the upper buttons operates
the buzzer at the central point, and each of the lov/er buttons









Install bells, battery, and buttons in the position shown on
diagram. Insta,ll them as stated in operations 59 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61.
Have job checked for operation and neatness of installation.
Keep the place where you are worl~ing clean.
Transform~rs may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
If transformers are used c011nect them as stated in pa.rt (b)
of Job· No.1.
BILL OF MATERIAL
Make out your own Bill of Material following the instructions of
Operation 57 and Job No.1.
QUESTIONS







, , . ~
<bauBLE CONTACT
BUTTONS
A return-call ~nd master system may be used as a fire alarm as
well as a call system, by installing master buttons in the upper
circuit of Job No.7 and conneyting in parallel with a master
placed in the lower circuit. Also change the buttons in the lower
circuit to double-pole butt9ns.
Vlhen either of the buttons marked 4 are pressed, the buzzer in
the lower circuit will ring. When a double-contact button is de-
pressed its correspondingly numbered bell will ring. When the
double-buttons are closed in the upper position) and anyone of the
master buttons pressed, all three bells will ring in parallel.
SFECIFICATIONS
a. 1. Install bells, battery, and buttons in the position shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operations 59 and 60. .
2. Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by instructor.
3. Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61.
4. Have job checked for operation and neatness of installation.
5. Keep the place where you are working clean.
b. 1. Transformers may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
2. If transformers are used connect them as stated in part (b)
of Job No. l~
BILL OF ~!ATERIAL
Make au"t. your own Biil of lViaterial following the instructions of
Operation 57 and Job No.1.
QUESTIONS





PRIl4CIPLE OF OF ERATION'
This circuit is used for wiring apartment bells and door-locks.
Here, the lower group of push buttons, usually placed in the vesti-
bule or entrance of the building, is arranged so that each rings a
bell in a designated apartment. (Button rings correspondingly num-
b'ered J:j,ells). Tl1.is is to notify the occupant of the arrival of
some one. When they have been identified, by means of a speaking
tube, the persmn in the apartment presses a button, neal~ the spealc-
1ng tube, which operates the electric door-lock at the entrance. of
the building. This unlocks the door and allows the person to enter.







Install bells, battery, and buttons in the position shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operations 59 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved by instructor.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the metl10d of
installation stated in operation 61. .
Have the job checked for operation and neatness of installation,
Transformers may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
BILL OF I\J1ATERIAL
Make out your own Biil of £vlaterial following the instructions of
Oparati,o,n 57 and Job No.1.
QUESTIONS
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This is an addition to the circuit in Job No.9. Its essential
purpose is to provide a buzzer at the rear entrance of each apart-









Install bells, battery, and buttons in the posi·tion shown on
diagram. Install them as stated in operations 59 and 60.
Draw the wiring diagram and have it approved.
Wire according to your own diagram, using the method of
installation stated in operation 61.
He..ve job checl::ed for operation [lna. neatness of installation.
Keep the place where you are working clean.
Transform~rs may be used instead of batteries if you prefer.
If transformers are used connect them as stated in part (b)
of Job No.1.
Make out your own Bill of Material following the instructions of
Operation 57 and Job No.1.
QUESTIONS
The questions for Job No. 10 will be found on page 60.
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QU£STIONS FCR BELL CIRCUITS
Job No.1.
1. Why is bell wiring of ,importance? Shop manual P6.
2. What are push buttons? Shop manual P7.
3. IVlakea drawing of a dry cell shovling its interior constl"»uction.
Lable a~l parts. Electric Wiring--Schuhler F5I
4. When would it be necessary to use more thEill one bell ringing
transformer in· a circuit? Electric Wiring--Schuhler P60
Job N'c. 2.
l!, What are the Code recluirements for~ bell wiri11g? Electr~ic Wiring--
Schul11er P45
2. What are push buttons made of? Shop manual P7
3~ Describe the bell ringing transformer, its construction, and
principle of operation. Electric Wiring--Schuhler P59
4, Vlhat. is t118 minimum size wire pel"»mi tted. for c011nection betweel1
the lighting circuit and primary side of the transformer?
Electric Wiring--Schuhler P60
Job No.3.
1. Why is it clesirable to lreep 'signal vvires more 'than 2" from light
o'r po\ver 'Vyires? Electric Vlir'ing--Schtlhler P45
.2. How many different types of buttons are ~vailable? Shoo manual P7
3. \fuat are the essential parts of 8. bell circuit, and \vhat are
their use? Shop manual F8
4. Ho\v much energy is. consumed by a bell l-'inging transformer?
Electric Wiring--Schuhler P60
Job No.4.
1. Is it possible for signal wires to occupy the Same conduit
system? Electric Wiring--Schuhler P45
2. Describe the construction and operation of a single cont('1ct
button? Shop manual P7-8
3. How is the transformer connected in the circuit? Electric
Wiring--Schuhler P60
4. What is the difference betvveen a cell ·and a battery? uHouse-
wiring" vVolber & Rose P38
1. What are the three types of bells manufa·ctured, and for what is
each used? Shop manual P6-7.
2. Describe the construction and operation of a double contact
button. Shop manual P8
3. Vfuat is the relationship between current and voltage when dry
cells are connected in series 01~ parallel? Electric V{iring--
Schuhler 'P52
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4. What is the difference between series and parallel connections?
I1HousewiringU vVolber & RO,se P39
Job No.6.
1. Describe the construction and operation of the single-stroke
bell. Shop manual P7
2 f How would two or more transformers be connected to operate
together on a bell circuit? Electric W'iring-~Schuhler P60
3~ ·vVhat type of i}lir'8S are u,sed on signaling systems in dry and
damp locations? Electric Wiring--Schuhler P54
4. What part of ,the transformer is governed by the code rulings?
"House\viring" V{olbel') & Rose P42
Job No.7.
1. Describe the construction and operation of the vibratinG bell?
Shop ID8.nual P7
2. If push buttons are hooked in series instead of parallel what
will be the result? Principle of operation-Job No. 2-P49
3. vVhat size wires are generally used for bell worle?
Electric Wiring--Schuhler P54
4. Describe the primary construction and operation of door openers.
uHousewil")ing" Wolbel') & Rose P45. -
Job No.8.
1. Describe the construction and operation of the combination bell?
Shop manual P7
2. Yfuy is' it unnecessary to solder bell splices? Electl")ic vViring--
Schuhl'er Pl
3. How are signali·ng wires installed in unfinished frame construct-
ed bUilding? Electric Wiring--Schuhler P55
4. Why should wires, bun'ched together in a vertical run, have a
covering? Code Rule 6004b
Job No.9.
1. How is it possible to adapt a high voltage bell to a low voltage?
Shop ma.t''1ual P 7
2. \Vhat type of current supply may be used for bell systems? Shop
manual F8
3. How are signal wires installed in finished frame constructed
bUilding? Electric Wiring--Schuhler P55
4. Under what conditions may signal and electric wires be run in
the same shaft? Code Rule 60040
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Job No. 10.
1. How can you change a vibrating bell to a single-stroke bell?
Shop manual P7
2~ Describe the dry cell, its construction and principles of
operation. Electric Wiring--Schuhler P50
3. How are signal wires installed in fireproof bUildings?
Elec~ric Wiring--Schuhler P55
4. Under what condition may signal wires be placed in the same out-
let box or junction box with a light or power wires? Rule 6004d
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JOB NO. 1
CON"TROLLING LIGHTS FRO~l ONE POINT
·1. General Directions.
a. Read carefully the entire job sheet and make a list of the
steps you will t~ce in doing this job.
b. Make. a list of the materials req~ired for this job.
2. Materials and General Specifications.
This job is divided into 4 parts. Each part is to be complet-
ed and checked separate from the rest.
c. Repeat (a) using a single pole
snap toggle switch, mounted on
a porcelain sub-base. Fig. 3.
a. Install a circuit containing one RtCEPrAclt
2-fuse cutout; a receptacle; and ~'J-----O-­
a single-pole single-throw kni:fe LINe
switch on the wall of your booth.' 0 .--~-----"----
Con11ect to the wall-plug. This - KNifE-
cir9ui:t should cover no more than ~urout FtG. 1 S~."tcfl
a 2 ft. area. Use #14 R.C. wire.
Fig. l~ RECEptACL.E
b. Repeat (a) but use a single-pole Li~.00" ,-----0--
fluSh toggle switch set in a ~ ~
switch box. Fig. 2. to Ge;,LC
Curou-t S""rtc Hf1G.2
d. Make up a drop cord consisting
of a male plug, ordinary key
socket, and 2 ft. of cotton
twisted lamp cord.
3. Informatio11.
The switch most often used is the single-pole toggle switch.
There is one important thing to remember about its installation
and that is, never install it in a damp location, unless all
parts are so well insulated that it is impossible to come into
contact with the hot wire.
When a knife swi tch is used it sho·uld be installed so that
gravity will not close the blades. Also the blades should never
be connected to the line wires. If they should be so connected,
there is ~qnger of some metal object falling across the blades
and causing a short circuit. When it is impossible to conn·ect
the blades to any other wire., except the line wire, the switch
must be placed in an iron box.
The togglre switch and shapswitch are really single,-pole
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knife SVli tcnes. Their workings should be. :bett er understood afte':r
operating the knife switch. .
Be careful in removing the insulation from the Wlre in making
a dron cord so as not to cut any of the smalJ. \Vil~es. If any of
the wires ar~ cut this lesnens the area of the wire and becomes
a fire hazard due to the necessity of a small wire having to
aarry excess current.
4. Specifications.
a. Secure the necessary tools and material for all four parts.
b. Single pole knife switch.
1. Screw the fuse cutout, receptacle, and switch to the wall.
2. Run wires between points as shown in fig. 1. Keep your job
clean, run your wire straight, and mW{8 all turns aD right
angles.
3. Where the wires are put onto the binding post screws, be
sure that the wire goes around the screw in the direction
of the screw, so that the wire will tibht~n as the screw
is tightened.
4. Connect to the wall-plug and insert fuses.
5. Have circuit checked by instructor before throwing sWitch.
6. Be careful about blowing fuses. Each fuse must be replaced
by the student blowing it.
7~ Is your booth clean?
c. Single pOlf toggle switch.
1. Repeat b) using a single-pole toggle switch.
2. Screw a switch box to the wall board and place switch in
the box.
3. All wires to the switch must enter the box through a knock
out hole.
d. Single pOlf snaD toggle switch.
1. Repeat b~ing a single pole snap toggle switch.
2. Place the switch on a porcelain sUb-base to keep the wires
from touching the surface wired over.
e. 1-Aaking ~ .§: drop cord.
1. To make up the drop cord, follow the directions as given
in Operation 75.
2. Test by connecting to wall plug.
5. Questions.
1. Under what conditions may the blade of a knife switch be
connected to a live wire? M1y? Information P61
2. Explain the operation of the single-point contro'l cireui t
using a diagram. '
3. Why should single-pole switches not be used in damn locations?
Information P61. ~
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4. Why should one be careful not to cut any of the small wires
when removing the insulation from cotton twisted wit.e.
Information P61
5. Wlly vJind the wires clockwise 'around the screws of the binding
post? Specifications P62
6, Why use the Underwriters 1 knot under the cap of the socket?
Operation 75 P42
7. ~Vhy use the Underwriters· knot on the plug? Operation 75-P42
8. Why wind the wires around the brass uprights on the plug?
Operation 75 P42
9~ \Vhy is a porcelain sub-base used with a snap switch?
Specifications P62
10. What is a wire gauge? Shop manual P4
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JOB NO. 2






b. 1. Repeat (a) but use two
three-way flush toggle
switches set in switch
·boxes. Fig. 2.
2. Connect one of the travel-
ler wires to the shunted
side of the switch and see
what happens when the
circuit is operated.
c. Repeat (a) using two thr~e­
way snap toggle switches




a; Read carefully the entire job sheet and make a list of the
steps you will take in doing the job. This 1s you~ job plan.
b. Make a list of the materials required for the job.
c. Have this list approved by the instructor before starting
work on the job.
2. Materials and General Specifications.
This job is divided into three parts. Each part is to be c~m­
pleted and checked before starting on the next part.
a. Install a circuit containing
one two-fuse cutout; two re-
ceptacles; and two single-
pole double-throw knife
switches. Connect to a wall
plug. Thi p circuit should
cover no more than a 2 ft.
area. Fig. 1.
Three way switches are mostly used on stairways and entrances
to rooms. The simples:t type of three-waY switch is the single-
pole double-throw knife switch. However it is impractical and
dangerous both to life and as a fire hazard to use a knife switch.
The knife switch is dangerous because of the bare copper blades,
touching brings a shock and should it be touched while in a~ damp
spot the contact might Cause death. 50 a switch had to be deve-
loped that had the same action, yet was safe.
The three \vay awitch has three terminals. Tvvo are· independent
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of each other and the third is connected to the fourth point
through a shunt. Either the line wire
or the wire from the lamp is connected
to this side. The independent terminals ~ 6
of two switches are connected together
by two wires called the traveller wires. SHuNT
When the switch, shown in figure 4, is c 0
thrown to the left, the contact is
through points ,A,C, and the cur~rent passes FIG~ L.t
through traveller wire C. When the switch
is thrown to·the right, the contact is
through points BD, and the current passes through the wire con-
nected to D.
4. Specifications.
a. Secure the necessary tools and material for all three parts.
b. Three· way knife switches.
1. Screw the fuse cutout, receptacles, and switches to the
wall. .
2. Run wires between points as shown in diagram. Keep your
job clean, run wires straight, and m~~e all corners at
right angles. "
3. Where wires are put onto binding post screws, be sure that
the wire goes around the screw in the direction of the screw.
4. Connect to wall plUG and insert fuses. Leave switches open.
5. Have circuit checked before throwing switches.
6. Be careful about olowing fuses. All blown fuses must be
replaced by those blowing them.
7. Is your booth clean?
c. Three way flush toggle switches.
1. Repeat (b) using three way flush toggle switches.
2. a. Screw ~witch boxes to wall boards and place switches
in the boxes.
b. All wires to switches must enter boxes through a knock
out hole. -
3. a. Disconnect the wire to one of the shunt terminals and
to one of the independent terminals. Connect the wire
that had been on the shunt terminal to the independent
terminal. Then connect the other wire to the shunt
terminal.
b. Connect to the wall plug, insert fuses in fuse block,
and note difference in operation.
d. Three way snap toggle switches.
1. Repeat using two three way snap toggle swi~ches.
2. Place the switches on porcelain sub-bases to keep the
wires from touching the surface wired over.
3. Connect to wall plug, insert fuses, and operate
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5. Questions.
1. For what purpose or where are three-way switches used?
(Name as many places and conditiqns where this type of
circuit is used. You should have at least 5).
2. By means of a diagram explain how the flush toggle switch
circuit works.
3. What occurs if one traveller wires is brought to the shunted
side of the switch? Specifications--Par t-{c3a)-Page 65
4. By means of a diagram explain the circuit operation when
knife switches are used.
5. \~~y is the knife switch dangerous? Information Page 64
6. Why are the wires connected to the independent terminals
called traveller wires? '
7. What is a shunt? Information Pa,ge 64
8. What is the difference between a good conductor and a poor
conductor? Shop manual P3
9. What is the ,difference betV'reen a good insulator and a poor
'insulator? Shop manual P3
10. What is solder? Shop manual P5
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JOB l'JO. 3
CONTROLLING LIGHTS FROI\j THIi-EE POINTS
1. General Directions.
a. Read carefully the entire job sheet and make a list of the
steps you will take in doing this job. This is your job plan.
b. I\Aa1:e D.. list of the ffi8Jt erials reqtlired for the job.
c. Have this list approved by the instructor before starting
worle on the job.
2. MaterialS and General Specifications.
This job in diVided into two parts. Each part is senarate,





-~-=:JI O.RO.'r. .-. I 1........~ ';,P0.1'.
a. Install a circuit containing one two-fuse cutout, 2 recep-
tacles, 2 single-pole double-throw knife switches, and one
double-pole double throw knife switch o~ the wall of your
booth. Connect to the wall plug. This circuit should cover




b. 111stall Q cireui t containing one 2-fuse cutout, 2 receptacles,
two three-waY flush toggle switch~s, and one four-way flush
toggle sw~tch on the wall of your booth. Connect to the wall
plug. This circuit should cover no more than a 3 ft. area.
Use #14 R.C. wire .. Fig. 2.
3. Infol~mation.
\Vhere the three waY switch has only three connection points,
the four way switch has four. The four way switch does not have
a s11unt. All four termin[ils are independe11t. TV10 of the ter-
minals are so connected that the current Can cross over from one
side of the switch to the other. To control a light from one
point a single pole switch is used; to control from two points,
two three way switches are used; to control from three points it
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is necessary to add a four way switch to the two three way swit-
ches; and for each additional point of control a four way switch
must be added.
4. Specifications.
a. Secure the necessary tools ana material for both parts.
b. Knife switch circuit.
1. Screw the fuse 'cutout, receptacles, and switches to the
wall.
2, Run wires between points as shown in diagram. Keep your
job clean, run wires straight, and make all corners at
right angles.
3. Where wires are put onto binding post scr~ws, be sure that
the wire goes around the screw in the direction of the screw.
4~ Connect to the wall plug and insert fuses. Leave switches
open.
5. Have circuit checked by instructor.
6. Be careful about blowing fuses. All blown fuses must be
replaced by those blowing them.
7. Is your booth clean?
c.. Flush toggle s\vi tch circuit.
l~ Screw switch boxes to wall bOards and place switches in
the boxes.
2. All wires to the switches must be brought in to the boxes
through a knock out hole.
5. Questions.
1. Name several places where this type of control may be used.
2. By means of diagrams, trace the circuits using two three~
way flush toggle switches and one four way toggle switch~
3. Draw a circuit showing the control of lights from four points.
4. Explain how the cross-over on a four way switch operates.
5. What type of solder is best for electrical work? Manual P5
6. Why is it practically impossible for an electrician to use
liquid flux? What type is used? Shop manual P6
7. What is a soldering copper? Shop manual P6
8. Why is copper used for the head? Shop manual P6
9~ How is the size of a soldering copper determined? Shop
manual P6
10. What is a blow torch? Shop manual P6
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JOB NO. 4
THE RESISTANCE OF \ITRE
1. General Directions.
a~ Read carefully the entire job sheet and make a list of the
steps you will take in doing this job. .
b. Mw~e a list of the materials required for the job,
c. Have thi s Ii st apIJroved by the instructor.
2. Materials and General Specifications.
This experimEnt is divided into tl~ee parts.
sepal"ate unit.
a. You wil~ need the following
materials: 3-500 ft. rolls of
#14 R.C. wire; 1-500 ft. roll
of #18 annunciator wire; I-iron
wire resistor; I-test board
(consisting of 12 receptacles,
12 60~watt lamps, 1 double-pole
entrance switch); 1 ammete~,
0-10 amperes; 2 voltmeters,
0-30 volts and 0-150 volts; 1
double-pole single throw knife
sWitch; 1 2-fuse cutout. Con-
nect as shown in diagram.
b. The object of this experiment
is to show:
l~ The effect of length upon resistance.
2~ The effect of size upon resistance.
3. The effect of temperature upon resistance.
3. Information.
Each pal"t is a
To calctllate resistance use ohms law.
In measuring the diameter of wire the mil is. used as a unit.
It equals 1/1000 inch. The area in circular mils is determined
by finding the square of the diameter (in mils). The table of
resistance (page 554-Timbie) gives the circular mil area of the
different gauge sizes.
To calculate the change in temperature due to a change in
resistance use the following formula:
t - (162 ~ tl)R2 -- 162
2 R1
t 2 will be the final temperature; tl is the initial temperature,
use room temperature; Rl is the cold resistance of the resistor;
R2 is the hot or finalres1stance; the 162 is the constant for




a. Set your apparatus up on the table containing the receptacle.
b. Have your hook-up checked by instructor before throwing the
switch.
c. The effect of length.
r:-Connect 500-rt. of #14 wire in series with the test board.
Connect the 0-30 volt voltmeter and the ammeter so as to
measure the pressure across and the current through the
#14 wire. Close the switch just long enough to take the
readings. Record in Table 1 under question 1.
2. Repeat (1) using a 2-500 ft. rolls of #14 wire connected in
series, (~6TE: do not set the rolls on top of each other).
Use the 0-150 volt voltmeter. Again record your readings
in Table I.
3. Repeat (1) using 3-500 ft. rolls of #14 wire connected in
series. Use the 0-150 voltvoltmeter. Again record your
readings in Table I.
d. The effect of size.
r:-Connect 5QO--r=t: of #14 vvir~e in series with the test board.
Connect the 0-30 volt voltmeter and the 0-10 ampere
ammeter so as to measure the pressure across and the
current through the #14 wire. Close the switch and take
the readings. Record these readings in Table II under
question 3.
2. Connect 500 ft. of #18 annunciator wire in series with the
test bOard. Connect the 0-150 volt voltmeter and the
ammeter so as to measure the pressure across and the
current through the #18 wire. Close the switch and take
the readings. Record your readings in table II under
question 3.
e. The effect of temperature.
1. Find the resistance of the resistor, which is wound with
iron wire, when cold and then when hot.
2. Screw the switch and 2-fuse cutout to the table. Connect
the resistor in series with the switch. Use the 0-150 volt
voltmeter to measure the pressure and the 0-10 ampere
ammeter to measure cUl'"'rent. Close the swi tch and take
readings instantly. Record in Table III under question 7.
3. Leave the switch closed until the current becomes constant
(about one hour). Again take the readings and record in
the lower section of Table III under question 7.
4. From these readings calculate the cold and hot resistance;
the hot temperature; and by subtracting the initial tem-





{Kind of wire Size! Length Pressure Current i Resistance'
f .g~~p~~ 14 500ft14 lOOOft
L.QQ:2per 14 1500ft
2. How does the resistance vary with the length?
3. T8~ble II




Copper 18 500ft . tI I' r
4~ How does the area of #14 wire compare with that of #187
5. How does its resistance compare?
6. How does the resistance vary with the cllange in area?
7. T.able III
Kind of Size Length I current~esistanciwire pre_ssurei
Iron 26 150ft
Iron 26 150ft I
8. How hot does the resistor get?
9. What is the effect of an ·increase in temperature on the
resistance of a wire?




MEASURI1~'G THE CURRENT, VGLT.-\GE, AlJD RESIST_;I'JCE
IN THE SERIES CIRCUIT
1. General Directions.
a. Read carefully the entire job sheet and mwre a list of the
steps you will take in doing this job.
b. Make a list of the materials required for the job.
c. Ha.ve this list approved by the iJ1structor.
circuit.
of the circuit.
c. The object of this experiment is:
to show the differences and simi-
larity between pressure and current
for, the whole and the parts of &
s~ries circuit. Therefore measure:
l~ Pressure and current for the whole
2. Pressure and current for each part
a. This experiment is divided into
two separate parts.
b. The apparatus required: 1-60 watt
lamp; 1-100 watt lamp; 1-150 ~att
lamp; 3 cleat receptacles; 2,
voltmeters, 0-30 volt and 0-150
volt; 1 ammeter, 0-5 amperes; 1
double-pole single-throw knife










To calculate resistance use ohms law.
In the series circuit, as has been studied in your text, the
current is the Same in all parts; the voltage is the sum of the
voltages of each separate part; and the resistance is the sum
of the resistances of each separate part.
4. Specifications.
a. Set your apparatus up in a booth.
b. Screw the receptacles, switch, and cutout to the wall and
then wire according to the diagram. Make all corners at
right angles.
c. Total. pressure and current.
After connections have been made and wiring checked, throw
the switch and measure the total pressure and current in the
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circuit. Record your readings in Table I question 1. Compute
the resistance.
d. Separate pressures and currents.
In a similar manner to (c), measure the current through
and the pressure across each_of the lamps, separately. All
the labps should be burning during the test. Connections are








3. Why are some lamps brighter than others?
4. How do the pressures across the separate lamps compare with
the tots.l?
5. vVhat is the sum of the separate pressures?
6. How does this sum compare with the total measured?
7. How do the resistances of the separate lamps compare with the
total?
8. vVhat is the sum of the separate resistances.
9. How does this sum compare with the total resistance?




~,~EASURING THE CURRENT, VOLTAGE, .AND RESISTA!JCE
IN A PARALLEL CIRCUIT
1. General Directions.
a~ Read carefully tIle entire job sheet and maJ.-ce a Ii st of the
steps you will take in doing this job.
b. Make a list of the materials required for this job.





2. Materials and General Specifications.
a. This experiment is divided into two
parts.
b. The apparatus required: 1-60 watt
lamp; 1-100 watt lamp; 1-150 watt lamp;
3 cleat receptacles; 1 voltmeter,
0-150 volt; 1 ammeter, 0-5 amperes;
1 double-pole single-throw knife
SWitch; 1 2-fuse cutout.
c. The object of this experiment is:
to show the difference and simi-
larity between pressure and curr~nt
f9r , the whole and the parts of a
parallel circuit. Therefore measure;
1. Pressure and current for the
vJhole circtli t.
2. Pressure and current for each









To calculate current, voltage, and resistance use your ohms
law for the parallel circuit.
In the parallel circuit, as has been studied in your text the
total current is the sum of tIle currents in eacl'1 separate part;
the total voltage is the same as that of each separate part; and
the total resistance is always less than the smallest resistance.
The resistance is found by the equation:
l=l f lflf···············R Rl R2 R3
4. Specifications.
a. Set your apparatus up in a booth.
b. Screw the receptacles, switch and cutout to the wall of the
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booth and then wire according to the diagram. Ma~e all corners
at right angles.
c. Total preSSllre and current.
Connect a voltmeter and ammeter so that you can measure
the pressure across and the current through a bank of three
lamps connected in parallel on a 110-volt line. Record your
readings in ~able I question 1.
d. Separate pressures and currents.
Connect the ammeter and voltmeter so as to measure the
current through and the pressure across lamp 1. (All lamps
should be burning during the test). Repeat for lamps 2 and 3.





Lamps I Pressure Curl"')ent Resistance
60 I
100 I
3. vVhy do all the lamps burn with full brightness?
4. How do the pressures across the separate lamps compare with
the total?
5. How does" the current Dhrough the separate lamps compare with
the total?
6. Vlhat is the sum of these currents?
7. How does this compare with the total measured current?
8. How do the resistances of the S81)ara.te lamps compare with
the total?
9~ Calculate the total resistance by using the formula given in
the Information, part 3.
10. How does this compare with the measured total resistance?
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JOB NO. 7
~AEASUR~.~ENT ot LII\JE DROP AND LINE LOSS
1. General Direction.
a. Read carefully the entire job sheet and make a list of the
steps you \vill talte in doi!lg the job.
b. Mclce a list of the materials required for this job.
c. Have this list approved by the i11structor.




500 ~. RQ-i.ls of '1f 14 W,RE.
A bailie of 12 lamps (69 watt);
voltmeter 9-150 volt; ammeter
0-10 amperes; two 500 ft. coils
of #14 R.C. wire; 1 double-pole
single-throw knife sWitch; one
2-fuse cutout.
3. Infol"ffiation.
Line drop is the drop in
pressure in the line wires. It
repr~sents the voltage used in
forcing the current through the
line.
Line loss is the power lost
in the line wires. It may be
computed by the formula:
Line Loss =Line Drop x Current.
4., Specifications.
a. Check out the apparatus and set up on the table. Do not place
the coils on top of on~ another.
b. Connect the two 500 ft. coils of #14 R.C. wire between the
service svvitch and a banl{ of 12 lamps. Connect an amrneter i11
the line. Have circuit checked before closing switch.
c. Turn on two lamps and take readings of theCtlrre11t, voltage
across the sWitch, and voltage across the lamps. Repeat with
other.number of lamps indicated in the table, question 2.
5. Questions.
1. How far are the lamps electrically from the switch?
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2. Table 1.
~ .! PRESSURE Cur-







3. Calculate the line drop by means of the formula:
Current thru line x resistance of line.
4~ How does this agree with the measured line drop of the table?
5. ].[al-ce a graph sho\J\ling line drop and current.
6. How does the line drop vary with an increase in current, as
shown on the graph?
7'. Calculate the line loss by means of t11e formula:
(Current thru line)2 x resistance of line.
8. How does this agree with the measured line loss of the tab~e?
9~ Make a graph showing line loss and current.
10. How does the line loss vary with an increase in current, as




1. Go to the booth in Wl1ich you are to vvorl~ and there study the lcty-
out and job specifications of the job you are going to do.
2. Carefully locate all energy and switch outlets according to the
specifications furnished. Mark centers using chalk.
3. Using the Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check
those Unit Operations involved in the job.
4. Study the catalogue of conduit and fittinGs, especially for
those fittings you will use on the job. Also study the chapter
on conduit in the books, nrliring for Light and Povverll-Croft, and
"House Wiring"-\Volber and Rose.
5. Draw neatly a wiring diagram of the circuit or circuits in such
a manner that you will be able to determine the correct size of
cond.uit to use,
6. M~ce a Bill of Material, in duplicate, and have it checked by
the instructor.
7. Secure from the stock-room all the material you will need, except
cond~it, vlire, and lamps, vvhich Y01J~ will get as Y9u need it. At
the close of each session, lock up in your locke~ all the mater-
ial which you have not yet installed. You are responsible for
all the material listed on your Bill of Material.
8. Put up your job in a neat and serious-minded fashion, so you
will form good workmanlike habits.
9. When the job is roughed.-in get a rOllgTI-in inspection from the
instructor.
10. Pull in your conductors according to your wiring diagram and
m~ce all necessary splices. Get inspection on splices before
and after soldering and taping.
11. Install all.switches and other devices and check all your opera-
tions before calling instructor for final inspection. Ring out
all circuits for shorts, grounds 1 and proper circuits.
12. Ground all conduit installations.
13. Keep your booth clean.
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CONDUIT
UNIT OPERATION CHECKING SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS:
Place in the column at the right the Unit Operation involved
in the job.
JOBS'
UNIT OPERATION 1 2 3 4 5 I 6
:1. Planning and estimating th'e job
: 2. Mal{ing a bill of material
RIGID
:3. Cutting
J,. Reaming and threading
5. M~(lng a running-thread joint
6. Bending
9. Installing and connecti 11g to boxes
and cabinets.





16. Tl1.rOvIi l1.g an offset
tLB. Installi.!ill-
119. Connecting to outlet boxes
20. Connecting to fittings
~~. Soldering joints
73. Taping joints
79. Tracing and testing circuits
69. Snlicing , ..
. .
niIETHOD OF GRADING Y{ORK
Standartff. time for each _iob 4 6. 6 8 8 12


























In a room install a J.lgIlt vlhich can be controlled by a wall
switch. Also install a wall receptacle, not controlled by this
s\~Tit ch.
Run #14 B. & S. R.C. copper wire in Steel Tube, or Thin Wall
COl1dui t, exposed on the \valls and ceiling. Use fittings and boxes
as indicated in the ~awing. The installation current shall be fur-
nished by con118cting'diI'ect to the 4" outlet box in the rear of
the booth.
Tl1.e liEht fixture shaJ.l consist of a plain drop cord, fitted \vith
a porcelain key socket hung 1 ft. from the ceiling_ ContrQl the
light by a single-pole flush tog~le swi toh mounted in a 2 u rectan-
gular galvanized switch box, 4~ ft. from the floor. 3~ ft. from the
floor, below the switch, install another switch box with a duplex
receptacle.
Offset the conduit whenever it enters boxes that do not allow the
conduit to rest against the supporting surface. strap all conduit
securely. The conduit must be grounded.
The wiring installation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
HAve the job properly inspected before connecting it to the lighting
service.
All work must be done according to the rules of the National
El ectrical Code.
BILL OF r~1ATERI ~
ALiT. COST lU.:T. E.i1
Steel Tube-.-;'r 1t #8402-A Drop cord cover
#14 B&S Vl:~ite 1;vire 4" Blanl<: O.B. COVel"'
#14
Porcelain lC0J''' socket,
B&S BIacI: 1vire pendent cap
#18 B&S Green lanD cord -;:7 ft-l hole Clar.1DS
2 11 Galv8..nized s\vi tch bOJ< -R-x8 F.H. 1100d screws
Duplex r~ceptacle .l.ft CouDlings~
Singl e-po1 e flush ~utoggle sVli tch -~) AdUl)ters
.:1.." LR Unilet _~_ If Connectors2
4-0D-.:Jru Outlet box 50.-50 Wire solder
Recentacle Dlate Rubber tane
Toggle switch olate Friction tane
Blank me-tal cover for
















QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 1
1. ~ny is conduit superior to any other'system of wiring?
"House Wiring tf - Wolber & Rose - P244
2. In what way does Rigid Conduit reseQble gas or water pipe?
"HotJ.S,8 \Viring tl - Wolber & Rose - P244
;). Yfuat deterr1ines the' trade sizes of COl1.dui t? "House Vllring" -
Wolber & Rose - P245 .
4. V~~at type of supervision of materials used on wiring jobs is
given by the N~tioncu Board of Fire Underv~iters?
ItInterior \7iraingU - Cool~ - P208
5. What is the adv~tage of the enamel. coating on the inside of
conduit? Ulnterior \Vil""ing t1 - Cool{ - P211
6. Wnat is the function of outlet boxes in grounding conduit?
"In'terior \Viring ll - Cook - P213
7. rn1Y is it ~ecessary to insert a pull box in a conduit run, when
the di stance bet,veen otltlets 1s great? UInterior Wiring "I -
Coole - P219
8. Why must all conduit systems be thOl~oughly gro~nded?
"Interior \'Tiring" - Cook - P223
9. How do you connect Steel Tube to threaded fittings?
Shop lJlanual ,- FlO
10. vVhy is the Steel Tube bender constructed the way it is and what
is the purpose of this type of construction? Spop Manual - PIO
11. How many quarter-bends are allowed in a. conduit system between
outlet boxes? "Wiring for Ligllt and Power" - Croft - P320
12. 'That are the adyantages of a conduit. sy.stem?
"House 'Viring" - Wol ber & Ro se - P244
13. In what way does rigid conduit differ from gas or water pipe?
tlHouse Wiring U - Wolber & Rose - P244
14. \1hat two sizes of conduit are most generally used for circuit
Wiring? "House vViring" - Wolber & Rose - P245
15. Is it possible to use material not approved by the Underwriters?






In the center of the ceiling of a Qooth install an o~tlet. Also
install on the right hand wall, 3t ft. from the floor, a qonvenient
outlet which shall be hot on the line. Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire
in Rigid Conduit exposed on the walls and ceiling. Use fittings ~nd
boxes as indicated in the drawing. The installation current shall
be-' furnished by connecting diI'ect to the 4 11 outlet box in the rear
of 'the booth.
The ceiling outlet shall be covered with a standard sign recep-
tacle, H&H #61988. Control this light with a single-pole fl~sh
toggle sWitch, mOtlnted in a 2" re.ctangular galvanized 81;71 tch box,
2 ft. directly below the outlet box in the rear of the booth. The
outlet on the right hal1d '~Tall s4all be a duplex receptacle mounted
in a 2" rectangu1ar galvanized swl tch box. .
Offset the conduit wbenever it enters boxes that do not allow it
to res·t against -the supporting surface. strap all conduit secur~ly.
The conduit must be grounded.
The wiring installation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Have the job properly inspected before connecting it to the light-
ing service.
All work must be done accordinG to the rules of the National
Electrical Code.
~. BILL OF MATERIAL











QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 2
1. \Vhy is tl1.e extertior. of conduit galvanized? nWiring for Light
and Power" - Croft P317
2. How are the openings for conduit provided in boxes? What are
they call ed? UInterior Wiring" - Coo~ - P214
3. 'Vhat are pull boxes? "Interior \Viring lf - Cook - P219
4. '~~y is galvanized conduit preferred over enameled conduit?
"Intel~iol~ ~Vir~ngn - Cook - P223
5. Wl1at is Steel Tube? Shop l\lanual - P9
6•. How do the couplings clamp onto Steel Tube? Shop llanual PIO
7. Yfuat is tl1.e functio11 of a conduit syste~? "Wiring for Li~1.t
and Povvel-" u - Croft - P286
8. Why are the number of quarter-bend..s b(?tween outlet boxes limited?
"111iring !"'or Light and Power ll - Croft - P320
9. What type of construction almost exclusively use the conduit
system of wiril1.g? "House WirinG" - Violber & Ro se - P244
10. 'Vhat is tl1.e primary purpose of conduit? "House ~1iringn - Wolber
& Rose - P244
11 ~ For what are the sizes of condui t otl'1er than in used?
"House Wiring" - Wolber & Rose - P245
12. ijow is it possible to determine if the mat~rial being used is
approved by the Undervvri ters? "Interior Wiring lf - Coolr - P208
13. 'Vhat governs tl1.e radius ofa bend in conduit? "Interior Wiring"
Cook - P211-12 .
14, vVhy should you remove only tho8e.knoc~out plugs where conduit
is to be installed? IIHouse \Viring U - Wolber & Rose - Pl19-205
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Locate 4 outlets on the ceiling of a booth, so the light will
be evenly distributed. Wire this installation so that switch Sl,
a single-pole toggle switch, will co~trol lights 1 and 3; and
switch 82, a single-pole toggle sWitch, will control lights 2 and 4.
The ceiling outlets are to be plain dr9P .cords. Vse type P
portable cord anc;l prass key socl\:ets, equipped ,vi tI'l 2~n shade holders
to match. The shade holder is to be 6 ft. from the floor.
Run #14 B&S R~C. copper wire in Steel TUbe, or Thin Wall CondUit,
exposed on the walls and ceiling.
llount two single-pole flush togcle switches in a 2-gang switch
box; this box to be made from .2 ft rectangular galvanized switch
boxes. 81 beinG the left-hand switch and 82 the oth~r.
FUI'nish the installatio11 current thl~Ollbh condui t rlln from out-
let L2 to the 4" outlet box in the I'earof the booth •
. Offset the co~duit wherever it enters boxes that do not allow
the conduit to rest against the supporting surface. Strap all
conduit securely. The conduit must be 8T ounded.
The vliring. instaJ..lation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Hav~ the job properly inspected before connecting it to the lighting
service.













QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 3
1. To what, and where, is it best to ground conduit?
"Interior "Viring tl - Cook ... P223
2. ~fuat are the advantages of Steel Tube? Shop Manual - pg
3. In what way does conduit offer fire protection?
tlVliring fox" Light and Power" - Croft - P286
4. 'Vhat is a tlbush capt'? Why and \vhcre is it used?
liHouse Wiring ll - Wolber & Rose - P254
5. In the construction of a concrete bUilding, where is the conduit
placed? tlH01.1Se Wiring" - Wolber & Rose - P244
6. Why is x'lgid conduit not adaptable to use for 1ry'ater, gas, or
sten.m purposes? "House '1iring" - Wolber & Rose - P244
7. \Vhat is tb.e small est size condui t permi"tted by the code?
II Intel"lo1-' Wiring tl - Cook - P211 - Rule 503d
8. poes the National Electrical Code take 'preference oVer local
codes? "Interior Vririnc;" - Cook - P209
9. '~~at radius is allo~ed for the curve of the inner edge in a
bend? "Interior Vfil"ine;u - Cool~ - P211-12
10. \Vhy are .. busl1in{; used in connectio11 \vi th. conduit?
tllnter'ior' ~7irinGIf - Cook - P216
11. \]hy must the conduit system be continuous be-:tr.reen Qutl ets?
"Interior \7irinf';u - Cook - P220
12. How is the Ground wire connecte~ to the pipes?
"Interior Wirinc" - Cook - P223
13. What tools are done away with when Steel Tube is used?
Shop l~:anual - P9
14. HOVJ is Steel Tl1be finished externally'? \V'h:)r? Shop tIanual - P9
15. \Vhy should a conduit system have a high relative conductivity?














This is a three-way switch installation. The lights can be con-
trolled from either ~3.
Remove the drop fixtures from your Job #3, save a~d later re-
install. Renove the 2-gang switch box and change it for a single
box. Remove all vJtring not needed fOI' this j.ob. Install adeli tional
exposed Steel tube and another 2 n s'\vi tci}1. box opposite the one on
the 1 eft hand \vclll. J.Iount three-1vay f111Sh s¥!i tche s in the svvi tch
boxes.
Pull in the properwirinG 90 that either.3~way switch will con-
trol the liChts. Install the drop cord fixtures used on Job #3,
hung with shade ho~ders 6 ft. from the floor.
Ground the conduit, test the wiring for shorts and grounds, and
t11en asl: fOI' inspection. Do not connect the installation to the
lightinG service until inspection has been secured.

























QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO.4
1. 1Vhat other method is used to obtain the same results as the
Itbush-capll? uHouse \Viring U - 'vVol ber & Rose - P254-55
2. Yfuat is an exposed system of vViring? ttHouse \Viring tr - vVolber &
Rose - P244
3. ~Vhy cannot gas, steam, or \vater pl.pe~ be used to encase wires?
"HoD.se 1VirinG tI - Wolber & Rose - P2J.1:5
4, !jaw S110uld all interior 'tvil"'ing be installed?
IIInJGcrior WiringU - Cook - P208
5. What are the advantages of a properly installed conduit systeo?
11 Interior Yliril1.g 11 - Cool~ - P209-10
6. VVhat are stock bends? tllnterior Yvil"ingt,r - 0001): ~ P212
7. \Vherae do you usc bushings? UlnteI'ior Vlil-aing - Cool\: - P217
8. "There are the ol.1tlet boxes and s\J;Titch boxes insta~led in fire-
proof ox' conCI'ete constr11ction? nInterior Wiring" -Coolt - P220
9. How is Steel Tube finished internally? Vmy? Shop Manual - pg
10. Wnat type of wire must be used in conduit?
"'Viring for Ligl1.t al1.d Poy/ern - Croft - P287
11. W:l1.at vvould be the result if' the r;lres '~lere allowed to become
tVlisted or l~ill1\.ed dUI"lnG the pllJ_ling··operation?
"House Ylil~inbrr - Yialber & Rose - P256
l2-. Where are exposed s~rstems of vliring used?
"House 17iril1gU - vVolber & Rose - P244
13. lVhat are common types of rigid conduit?
"House 1Viringlt - Wolber & Rose, - P245
14. m!en is it necessarv to conform to the l~les of the National
Electrical Code? "Interior \Viring U - C'oolc - P208
15. ~~at are the disadvantages, of a conduit system~
nInterior 1ViringU - Cook - P210











Locate six outlets on the ceiling evenly spaced. Also locate the
two junction boxes. In the middle of the wall and 4t ft. from the
floor install a 2-gang switch box. This box to be made from tvvo 2 11
rectangular galvanized switch boxes. Connect the switch box and the
vw~ious boxes on the ceiling with the proper size Steel Tube to
carry the necessary conductors, as determin~d by your wiring diagram.
rlillte saddle bends in the conduit runs where they cross other con-
duits. Idount two single-pole flush toggle switches in the· tv/a-gang
switch box and connect them so that the front one contraIls all
lights marked Ll and the other one contraIls all lights marked L2.
Use 4-0D-~ boxes for all junction and outlet boxes. All fixtures
shall be standard sign receptacles.
Offset the conduit wherever it enters boxes that do not a;low it
to rest ~gainst the supporting sUl"")face. strap all conduit securely
The conduit must be grounded.
The wiring installation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Have the job properly inspected before connecting it to the lighting
service.





















QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 5
1. Why are stock bends not ordinarly used for til anct -:in condui t?
tfInterior vViring" - Cook - P212
2. Yfuut are locknuts? "Interior \Viring"" ~ Cook - P217-220
"House Wiring" - 'Volber & Rose - P246
3. In exposed work how is conduit fastened to the s~rface?
"Interior \Viring U - Coolt - P221
4. How much load should be placed on the branch circuits?
Hawlcins - P855
5. vVhy is the steel used in conduit softer than that used for
ordinary pipe? IIInterior \ViI'ing U - Coole - P211
6. vVhat sizes of Steel Tube have been accepted by the Underwriters?
Sl'1op IIanual - P9
7. Is it possible to make a splice or tap within the conduit tubing?
Yfuy? tlVlir,ine; for Light and Power" - Croft - P288
8. How is it possible to keep the wire fr9ffi twisting or kinking
durlng the pulling operation? BRouse 'Viring" - Wolber & Rose P256
9. What are the advantaGes of an exposed system?
"House Wiring lf - WollJer & Rose - P244
10. How is the interior of rigid conduit finished?
ItHouse Vliring" - \Volber & Rose - P245
11. Vfuat governs t118 thickness of con.dui t?
"Interior Wiring" - Cool-\: - P210
12. Explain how small sizes of conduit may be bent cold?
IIInterior Yliring tl - Cool{ - P212
13. Vfnere are locl\:nuts used? Ulnterior ''\Tiring lt - Cool~ - P217
14. How do you install wires in conduit?
ttInterior v7iring tl - Cook - P222
15. If concealed wiring 1s to be installed in a finished building,
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Install a service entrance, consisting of a meter back, a service
switch, and a 2-circtli t fuse box, as explained in Ope1"~ation Sheet
80 · Bring the §ervice wires into the meter baclr through in Steel
Tube. l.Iount a ~ft T & B entrance cap on this conduit.
Out of the right side of the circuit fuse box run two circuits
in Steel Tube to the outlets as indicated. Each of the circuits is
to be fused in the fuse box as a separate branch circuit.
On the right hand facing of the booth mount two single-pole flush
toggle switches in a 2-gang switch box. Switch 81 to control all
outlets oarked LI and the other 82 to control all outlets marked L2,
on the ceiling only. On the right hand wall of the booth as near
the front as possible mount 3 single-pole flush togGle switc~es in
a 3-gang 8vvi tcl1. box. 81 to contro.l outlets L1, 82 to control out-
lets L2, and 83 to control outlets L3, on the walls only.
All wall o11tlet·s to be covered wi th sign receptacles and all
ceiling fixtunes to be drop lights made Up ,With type P portable
cord and brass pendent key sockets.
Install and connect the meter as shown on the diagram of the
meter. Connect the 110-volt line to the wires coming out of the
entrance cap. .
Offset conduit wherever it enters boxes that do 'not allow it to
rest against the supporting surface. strap all conduit securely.
The conduit must be grounded. .
The Wiring installation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Have the job properly inspected before connecting it to the lighting
service.
All work must be done according to the rules of the National
El ectrical Code.
BILL OF !~IATERI.AL




































QUESTIONS F'OR JOB I'JO. 6
1. List the various operations in installing a conduit job and
s~ow the difference between the use of Rigid Conduit and Steel
Tube. Shop 1.Ianual - P16 to 23 - "I{ondll Fittings tt - P8-9
2. Can you successfully use Steel Tube in concrete construction?
Shop I.Ianual - P9-10
3. 'Vhen and why is it necessary to have all the wires of one
circui t in the SaJ:1e C011dui t? "Wiring for Light and Povver lf -
Croft - P293
4. How close should supporting straps be placed in an exposed con-
dui t system? "House Vrirlng n - Wolber~ & Rose - P260
5. vTI~ere is it best to use the concealed system of conduit wiring?
uHouse \Viring ft - vVolber & Rose - P244
6. Of what does the sherardizlng process consist?
ftEouse \Viring tf - Wolber & Rose - P245
7. What type of steel is used in conduit?
"Interior \Viring" - Cool:: ~ P210
8. What is meant by bending the conduit cold?
Hlnterior 'ViringU - Coolt - P212
9. \Vhy are locknuts used? Ulnterior 1Viril1g" - Cook - P21?
10. What 1s a'fish tape 1t ? "Interior 'Viring lt - Cook - P222
11. Can you bend Steel Tube? Shop Manual - PIO & 21
12. VVhat is the "Loapt! systern of vviring?
"Wiring for Light and Povver u - Croft .... P312
13. Is it necessary to add any further protection to the wires when
conduit 1s run through floors or walls? Why?
ItHouse \1iring ll - 'Volber & Ro se - P260
14. \Vhat are the two types of conduit?
tlHouse YlirinG" - \'701ber & Rose - P244
15. What is the standard len~th of rigid conduit and how is it




1. Go to the framework booth where you are to work and there study
the layout and job specifications of the job you are going to
do.
2. Carefully locate all energy and switch outlets according to the
specifications furnished. With chalk, mark the places switch box-
es are to be installed and distance above floor. Also mark place
for receptacles. Locate exact center of room and mark a line on
two rafters that will cut the center mark.
3. Using the Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check
those Unit Operations involved in this job.
4. lIalce a Bill of 1vIaterial, in duplicate, a11d have it c:'1ecked by
the instructor.
5. Secure fro~ the stock-room the armored cable, cable boxes, hang-
ers, and fittings. After the cable has been pulled in place,
connect to the boxes, and check out switches and other equipment.
6. After checking material from the stock-room, install all boxes
and locate entrance switch. Figure how the cable is to be run,
and locate position of holes so that the cable will not be bent
at an excessive angle. Bore the holes with a #10 bit as near
parallel with the floor as possible. Pull in your cable and
proceed as in 5.
7. Put up your job in a neat, seriolls-minded fashion so you will
form good, workmanlike habits.
8. \Vhen the job is roughed-in get a rough-in inspection from the
instructor.
9. Get inspection on your splices before and after soldering and
taping.
10. Keep your booth clean.
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ArollORED CABLE
UNIT OPERATION CP~CKING SHEET
Il~STRUCTIONS :





1. Planning and estimating the job
2. ~aa1{ing a bilJ. of m<lterial
·~5. Cutting
26. stl""~iM armor f 0 r----2J2.1 ice s







1IETHOD OF GRADII~G WO~
Standal-"d time for each ,job 6 8









Inspection - - 15%





Install a light in the center of the ceiling of one of the frame-
work sections, to be controlled by a switch to the right of the
door. Also install a duplex receptacle, under the vvindo\)~T, that is
hot on the line.
Use 14-2 Armored Cable (Ex). Run it paraJ.lel or through joist s
and studs. Support along surface where needed wi th a _}II pipe strap.
It is unnecessary to bush the holes when Ex pasoes through joists
or studs.
The light will be a plain drop cord, made up with cotton t~isted
lamp cord, and a brass p~ll chain socket and pendent cap. Cover
the 3-ir 1t armored cable box vvi th a blaclt enamel drop cord cover. T11e
drop cord will hang 1 ft. below the cover.
To control tJ.:1e light use a single-pole fltl~h toggle switch
mounted in a 2 n cable svvi tch box, vii tl1. bracket and lath holder. The
box to be 4~ ft. from the floor. Cover the switch box and switch
with a toggle switch plate.
Use a standard duplex receptacle, mounted in a 2 11 cable SYli tch
box, with bracltet and lath holder, 16" above the floor. Cover with
a standard duplex receptacle plate.
The installation current will be brought in in the regular
manner for making a service entrance. That is, lock a iii conduit,
with a T & B entrance cap, into an iron box. Run the wires through
this to an entrance switch mounted in this box. The other side of
the entrance switch will be connected to'the job.
Solder and tape all joints. Check your job for shorts and grounds
before closing entrance switch. Have job inspected. This ,~ill save
fuses and your money.
All work must be done according to the rules of the National
Electrical Code.
BILL OF MATERIAL
~IT. COST AI.iT. COST
14-2 Bx Duulex recentacle plate
3)-11 Cable box Condui t straus'..:>
2" Cable switch box Solder
Bx connectors Strai~ht Tape
LJamD cord Entrance s\vitch
Drop cOI'd cover Iron box
Brass socket *11 Condui t
Singl e-'Oo1 e s\vitch n.u Locltnut4
SVITi tch plate ~_tr Bushing~
Duolex receptacle *" EntI'ance can T&B
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AroJIORED CABLE
QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 1
1. In what way is armored cable wiring similar to knob and tube
\vork? tlHouse Yliring U - WOlber & Ro se - P225
2. What are the advantages of Ex installations?
tlHo.lIse Wiring" - Wolber & Rose - P225 tllnterior Wiring" -
Cook - P227
3. How is armored cable constructed? "Wiri11g for Light and Povver ll
Croft - P305
4. How many and what size wires are encased in Ex,?
flHouse Wiring lf - \Volber & Rose - P225
5. 'Vhy are different co].ox'ed wires tlsed.? "House \Viring tr - \'101ber
& Rose - P225
6. 'Vhat is BxL al1d \vhere i sit used? II Interior \Viring ff - Cook -
P227 - "House 'ViringU - Wolber & Ro se - P225
7. What is the difference between Bx and BxL?
tlHouse Wirj.ng tf - Wolber & Rose - P225
8. Vmat type switch boxes are used with Bx?
"House 'V'viring U - 'Volber & Rose - 'P226
9. How is Bx fastened to boxes and to the surface?
"House VlirinB tI - 'VVolber & Rose - P226-27
10. \Vhy are outlet boxes installed at the beginning of any wiring
job? 1fHouse YlirinG tf - vVolber & Rose - P227
11. How should the holes for Bx be bored with reference to the floor?
"House WirinG" - Wolber & Rose - P227
12. Wny should they be bored in this manner?
IIHouse 1rViring ll - Wolber & Rose - P227
13. vVhat size hole is required for BJc?
tlHouse Yviring ff - \701ber & Ro se - P227
14. 'Vhy is it preferable to bore all the holes before installing
any cable? HHouse \1iring" - v701ber & Rose - P227-28
15. How do you strip the armor from the end of cable in making





Install a light in the center of the ceiling, of one of the
framework sections, to be controlled by two 3-way switches. Also
install a duplex receptacle, under the window, that is to be hot
on the line.
Use 14-3 Armored Cable (Bx). Run parallel or through joists and
studs. . Sup~)ort along surface where needed VIi th a ~" pipe strap. It
is unneCessary to bush the holes when Bx passes through joists or
studs.
The light will be a plain drop cord, made up wi th #18 B&S green
tvristed cord, and a porc?lain lcey 8ock~t and pendent cap. Cover
the 3t" armored cable box with a blaclt enamel drop cord cover. TIle
drop cord will hang 1 ft. below the c9ver.
The switches fo~ controlling the lights will be 3-way flush
toggle switches, mounted in 2 u cable s'\vi t911. boxes, with braclcet and
lath holder, 4i ft. from the floor. 81 is to be installed at the
right of the door, from the entrance side. 82 is to be installed in
the center partition.
Use a standard duplex receptacle Trlounted in a 2 11 cable s1Ivi tch
box, with a braclcet and lath holder, 16 ft above the floOI'. Cover
with a standard bwtelite duplex rec~ptacle cover.
The installation current will b~ brought in in the regular
manner for making a service entrance. That j_s, lock a ~~n conduit,
with a T&B entrance cap, into an iron box. Run the wires through
this to an entrance switch, mounted in the box. The other side of
the entrance switch will be connected to the job.
Solder and tape all joints. Check your job for shorts and grounds
before closing entrance switell. Have job inspected. Thi s ,~ill save
fuses and money. All work must be done according to the rules of
the National Electrical Code.
BILL OF r~IATERIAL





QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 2
1. Why are bushings used in the end of a piece of cable?
2. Are splices or taps allowed at any other place than in boxes,
when Bx is used? Vlhy'? nHouse \7iring" - Wolber, & Rose - P228
3. How do you fasten Bx to the side of joists or studs?
"House vVix'ing lt - Wolber & Rose - P229
4. Under what conditions is it necessary to ground Ex?
tlHouse \Viring" - Wolber & Rose - P231 '
5. Yfuat are the disadvantages of a Ex sYstem? Ulnterior Wirlng tl -
Coole - P227
6. Cab couplingn be used tvith Bx? Why? "Interior Yliring tl - Coole -
P227
7. Under what conditions may Ex be installed in concrete or per-
n1anently damp places? UInterior 1VirinGn -- Cook - P227
8. ¥mat types of walls can the regular Ex be installed in?
nInterior Wiring" - Cool~ - P227-28.
9. Can the wires be withdravm from Bx? Wny?
IlWiring for LiGht and Power tl - Cl~oft - P;305
10. \7hy should tl'le radius of the bend, when bending Bx, not be too
short? trVliring for Light and P01iJer u . - Cl~oft - P310
11. 'TI!at are the features of armored cable? Hawkins - P796
12. Wnat type of wires must be use~ in armored cable? .
"House vViril'lgU - Wolbelf"a & Rose - P221
13., 1That is the ruling COl1.CerJling conduc,tol~S for the saIne cireuit,
vlhen al ternating current is used? t1House Vliring ll - Wolber &
Rose - P221
14. How is ar~ored cable connected to other systems of Yliring?
urlouse Wiring tf - Wolber & Rose - P229-30-31
15. How is Bx installed in finished buildings?
tlHouse 'Viring" - Wolber & Rose - P231
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OPEN WORK
KNOB MID TUBE SYSTErJ
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Go to the framework booth where you are to work and there study
the layout and job specif·ications of the job yOll are going to do.
2. Carefully locate all energy and switQh out~ets accQrding to the
specifications furnished. With chalk, mark the places switch
boxes are to be installed and distance above floor. Also mark
place for receptacles. Locate exact center of room and mark a
line on two rafters that will cut center mark.
3. Using Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check those
Unit Operations involved in this job.
4. Make a Bill of Material, in duplicate, and have it checked by
the instructor.
5. Secure from the stock-room tubes, boxes, and hangers. The wire
will be obtained when the tubes and boxes are in place. After
wire has been pulled in and all splices made, check out switches
and other. equipment.
6. After checlcinG nlaterial from stock-room install all boxes and
locate entrance switch. Figure how wires are to be run and
locate holes for tubes so that they will be put in a straight
line. Bore holes and instDll ttlbes. Pull in vvire and proceed
as in 5.
7. Put up your job in a neat serious-minded fashion so you will
form good,. workmanlike habits.
8. When job is rough-in get a rough-in inspection from the instruc-
tor.
9. Get inspection on your splices before and after soldering and
taping.
10. Keep your booth clean.
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OPEN WORK
KNOB AND TUBE SYSTEM
UNIT OPERATION CHECKING SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS:
Place in the column at the right the Unit Operation involved
in the job.
U11:T OPERATION JOBS
1 2 3 4 5
1. Planning and estimating the job






52. Pulling in wires
54. Bringing wires into outlet and
awl tch boxes.
55. Tanning a circuit
72. Soldering joints
78. Locating outlets I
-
--,
METHOD OF GRADING WORK
Standard time for each Job 8 6 10 14, 20












KNOB AND TUBE SYSTEJ~l
JOB NO. 1
SPECIFICATIONS
Install a light in the center of the ceiling, on one of the
frame-work sections, to be controlled by a switch to the right of
the door. Also install a duplex receptacl.e, under the \1indo'\v, that
is to be hot on the line.
Run #14 B&S R.G. copper wire in porcelain tubes when passing
through joists and on porcelain solid or split knobs when running
along the surface. From the last l{nob to the boxe s covel'" the 'tvire
with loom.
The light will be a plain drop cord, made up with type P port-
able cord, with a brass pull chain socket ffi1d pendent cap_ Cover
the loom box with a 3~n black enamel drop cord cover. The drop cord
will hang 1 ft. below the cover.
To control the light use a single-po~e flush toggle switch
mounted in a 2 It s'\vi t ch box. The box to be 4-rr ft. from the flo or.
Cover the switch box with a toggle switch plate.
Use a standard duplex re~eptacle, mounted in a 2" switch box,
16" above the floor. Cover vvith a standard balceli te duplex recep-
tacle cover.
The installation current will be brought in in the regUlar manner
for making a service entrance. That is, lock a ~tr condtli t, \vi th a
T&B entrance cap, into a iron box. Run the wires through this to
an entrance switch mounted in this box. The other side of the
entrance switch will be connected to the Job.
Solder and tape all joints. Check Y9ur job for shorts and
grounds before closing entrance svntch. Have job inspected. This
will save fuses and your money. All work mmst be done according to
the rules of the National Electrical Code.
NOTE: Do not tear this job down, it will be part of Job #2.
NOTE: The Bill of Material for Job #1 and #2 are the same. See Job
#2 for the Bill of Material of this job.
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KNOB AlJD TUBE SYSTEr~I
QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 1
1. What is the cheapest form of concealed wiring?
"Interior \Viring" -- Coolt -- P233
2. \rnat is the use of the head on the tubes?
"Interior Wiring lf -- Cook -- P234
3. Is it D08s1ble to run the Wires on the same studing? Why?
trInterior Wiring" -- Cook -- P234
4. In open work in factories where are the wires placed? Why?
If Interior \Vlring U -- Cook -- P235 '
5. Describe the 1'ap system and the Loop system, telling which is
the best"? t1House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P204
6. How db yOll fasten loom where it enters a box?
"House Wiringn -- Wolber & Rose -- P207
7. (a) vVhat part of the job is installed first?
(b) How and why is it so installed?
(c) What purpose do they serve?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P212
8. Where is the knob and tube system chiefly used?
11 Int erlor Wiring ft -- Coolt -- P233
9. Can this' system be used in fire-proof buildings?
"Interior Wirlng lJ -- Coolt -- P233-34
10. 'Vhat type of knobs are used?
tflnterior t1ring U -- Cook -- P234
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OPEN \VORK
KNOB AND TUBE SYST:E1~
JOB NO. 2
SPECIFICATIONS
In the second room of the framework instali a light, switch, and
receptacle following the specifications for Job #1.
Tap the hot wires of Job #1 to obtain the inptallation current.
Solder and tape all joints. Check this second room for shorts
and grounds before closing the entrance switch. This will save
fuses and your money- All work must be done according to the rules
of the National Electrical Code.
BILL OF ].IATERIAL
I 1I
.AAIT. COST AlIT COST
W14 B&S Blacl~ wire Dunlex recentacle ·plate
"14 B&S "{hi te wire Toggle switch plate
rrVDe P portable cord Flexible tubing (Loom)
Split knobs Entrance switch
~olid knobs Iron svvi tch box
t:Porcelain tubes itt Conduit
Single-nole tQggle S"V .. i" L9cknuts
~ull chain socket
-i" Bushing
2 11 Switch boxes T&B Entrance cap
Loom box Solder
~unlex rec80tacle Friction tape
f3~11 Drop cord cover Rubber ta'Ce
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KNOB AND TUBE SYSTEM
QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 2
1. Whay type s of tubes 8~re used? II Interior \Viring lt -- Cool\: -- P234
2. What type of boxes are used in connection with the Knob and Tube
system? llInterior Vliring tf -- Cool{ -- P234
3. \Vnere, how, and why do you install flexible tubing?
Ulnteriol~ vYiring" -- Cook ~- P234
4. Is it necessary to enclose switches and receptacles in boxes?
Ulnterior Wiring" -- Cool\. - P234
5. How far apart must the wires be kept?
"Interior Wiring" -- Cook -- P234
6. How close should the supporting knobs be placed?
nInterior Wiring" -- Cook -- P234
7. Where it is impossible to keep the wires 5 inches apart, what
type of protection is afforded? "Interiol'l Yviring U -- Cool~ --
P235
8. How is flexible tubing constructed?
"Interior \Viring" -- Cook -- P235
9. vVhat are the advantages and disadvantages of flexible tubing?
Ulnterior Wiring" -- Cook -- P235
10. \Vhat are the advantages of· open wirinG?
"Interior Wiril1g U -- Cook -- P235
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OPEN WORK
KNOB AND TUBE SYSTEl1
JOB NO. 3
SPECIFICATIONS
Install a light in the center of the ceiling, of one of the
framework sections, to be controlled by two 3-way switches. Also
install three receptacles, one under the window, one on the back
wall, and the third in the partition.
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in porcelain tubes when passing
~hrough joists and on porcelain solid or spli t knobs when running
along the surface. Fran the last knob to the boxes, cover the wire
wi th loom.
The light will be a plain drop cord" made. up with #18 B&S green,
twisted cord with a P?rcelain key socket and pendent cap. Cover
the loom box ,vith a 34'" blacl{ enamel drop cord cover. The C4:"'op cord
will hang 1 ft. below the cover.
The switches for controlling the lights will pe 3-wa"jT flush
toggle switches, mounted in·2 f1 loom s\vitch boxes, 4"} ft. from the
floqr. 81 1s ~o be installed at the right of the door, from the
entrance side. 82 is to be installed in the center partition.
Use standard duplex receptacles. mounted in 2 ff loom switch boxes,
16" above the floor. Install one under the \vindovv, one in the center
of the back wall, and one in the center of the partition.
The installation current will be brought i~ in the regular manner
for making a service entrance. That is, lock a !" condui t, "vi th a
T&B entrance cap, into an iron box. Run the wires through this to
an entrance sWitch, mounted in this box. The other side of the
entrance switch will be connected to the job.
Solder and tape all joints .. Check. your jobs for shorts and.
grounds before closing entrance s,ntch. Have job inspected. This
will save fuses and your money. All work must be done according
to the rules of the National Electrical Code.
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BILL OF l1ATEBIAL
fJ~IT · COST AIvIT. 008'1
-
QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 3
1. What are the disadvantageg of open wiring?
"Interior Wiring l1 -- Cook ~- P235
2. HOVI far above the surface must the knob support the \vire?
"Wiring for Light and Po,"ver" -_. Croft -- P295
3. Why should tubes be used where conductor~ pass through timbers?
"\Viring for Light and Po\verl'l -- Croft -- P295
4. 'What are loom boxes? I1House Wiring ll -- vVolber & Rose -- P205
5. Wher-e are loom boxes used? IIHouseYyir~ngl1 - Wolber & Rose -P205
6. Vlhat are loom box hangers? "House vViring" - ''Volber & Ro se - P206
7. How do yOll install loom boxes between studding?
"House vViring" -- Wolber & Ro se -- P206
8. \Vhat is meant by ganging switch boxes?
HHouse \Viring n -- Wolber & Rose -- P209-10
9. How do you gang switch boxes?
"House Wiring" -- vVolber & Rose -- P210
10. What is a fixture stud, where are they used, and how are they
installed? "House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P211
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OPEN rrORK
I(NOB PlJD TUBE SYSTErJ
JOB I~O. 4
SPECIFICATIONS
Install entrance switch on the back wali, in the left-hand cor-
ner
l
of booth #1. Connect to external circuit as in Job #1. Run
two wires from the switcn, the full length of the framework, ending
at a receptacle under the window on the opposite end.
Install a light in the center of the ceiling in each of the
framework booths. Light in #2 to be controlled by two 3-way switches.
Light in #1 to be controlled by a single pole switch.
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in porcelain tubes when passing
through joists and on porcelainsollC1. ,or split knobs when running
along the surface. From the last knob to the boxes cover the wire
with loom.
The lights will be plain drop cords, mad~ up with #18 B&S green,
twisted cord with "brass keyless sockets and pendent caps. Cover
loom box wi th a 3t tr black enamel <lrop cord cover. The drop cords
will hang 1 ft. below the cover.
Control lights in room #1 with a single-pole flush toggle sWitch,
mounted in a 2 11 loom switch box, 4·~- ft. from the floor. The s\vitch
is to be to the right of the door, fro~ the entrance side.
Control the light in room #2 with two 3-way flush toggle sWitches,
mounted in 2" loom 8vvitch boxes, 4it ft. fro!l1 the floor. 81 to be
to the right. of the door, on the entrance side. 82 to be in the
parti~ion between the rooms,' but facing in room #1. The light can
be turned on 01' off \vhen passing fl~om one room to the other. Cover
the switch with a toggle switch plate~ .
Use standard duplex raeceptacles rnounted in 2" loom s\vitch boxes,
16" above the floOI~. One to be installed in room #2 as stated above,
the other to be installed in the middle of the back partition, also
in room #2. Cover with a standard b~elite duplex receptacle plate.
Solder and tape all joints. Ch~ck your, job for shorts and
grounds before closing the entrance sWit9h. Have the job inspected.
This will save,fuses and your money. All work must be done accord-
ing to the rules of the National Electrical Code.
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IBILL OF l~tATERIAL
~ET. COST M:IT. COST
QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 4
1. vVhat should be the first thing done before beginning a job?
lIHouse 'ViringU -- vVol ber & Rose -- P212
2. How should the holes in the joists be bored with reference to
the floor? Why? 'tHouse ''{iring'' -- Wolber & Rose -- P213
3. What size bit is used in boring the holes?
uHouse Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P213
4. What is the minimum distance allowed between holes? Why?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P213
5. How is the tube placed in the hole? Wny?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P213-14
6. What is the exception to the case mentioned in question 5? Why?
tlHouse Wiringn - Wolber & Rose - P214
7. What method is used where the vvire p8..sses from a tube to an
outlet? Why? "House Wiring ll -- Wolber & Rose -- P214
8. Describe the method you would use in installing a wire on a flat
surface. IIHouse \Viring" -- \Volber & Rose -- P"215
9. Why is loom used? "House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P216
10. How much wire do you leave in an outle"t box? Why?
ItHouse vViring ll -- \Volber & Rose -- P216
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OPEN 1VORK
KNOB AND TUBE SY'STE1~
JOB NO. 5
SPECIFICATIONS
Install a Trumbrel1-Vanderpoel 2-pole 2-circuit entrance switch
on the back wall, in the left hand corner, of booth #1. Connect to
the external circuit as in job #1. Use circuit #1 for room #1 and
circuit #2 for room #2.
Install a light in the center of the ceiltng of each room. Also
install a light over the door, on the outside, of room #1. Then
2 bracket lights on the rear wall of room #2. The lights in the
rooms are to be cOl}.trolled ,vi th 3-way swi tqhes; the exterior light
to be controlled by a single-pole switch ..
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in porcelain tubes where passing
through joists and on porcelain solid or split knobs when running
along the surface. From the last knob to the boxes cover the wire
\vi th loom.
The interior lights to. be plain drop cords, mad.e up "vi th type P
portable cord and-brass key sockets and pe~~ent caps. Cover the
loom box, ¥mic~ will be hung in the center of the room by a straight
bar hanger, vvi th a 3i rt black enamel drop cord cover. The drop cord
will hang 1 ft. below the cover.
The ex:t;erior light v/ill be a sign receptacle set in a 4 11 outlet
box. The box will be hung above the door on a shallow offset bar
hanger. .
Control the exterior light. with a single-pole flush toggle 8vdtch
mounted in a 2-gang switch box,. 4i ft. from the floor. The box is
to be to the right of the door, from the entrance side.
In room #1, 81 will be a 3-waY switch mounted in the 2-gang box
containing the single-pole switch for the exterior light. 82 will
be a 3-way switch mounted in a 2-gang switch box in the partition
facing roo~ #1. It shall be mounted 4~ ft. from the floo~.
In "room #2, 81 will be a 3-way swi tch mounted in a 2" 8wi tch
box, ~~ ft. from the floor, to the right of the door, from the
entrance side. 82, a 3-way s\ntch, will be a 2-gang switch box,
which is mounted in the partition and contains a switch controlling
the light itt room #1. .'
In room #1 install 2 duplex receptacles, in 2" loom switch boxes,
16 u from the floor. One to be in the center of the back wall. The
other to be under the window.
In room #2, install 2 duplex receptacles, in 2 ft loom switch boxes,
16" from the floor. One to be.in the partition between the two
rooms, the other to be ,under the window·. Install the two bracket
lights on the rear Wall, 5~ ft. from the floor. Separate the two by
one panel. Use sign receptacles set in 4" outlet boxes hung in
shallow offset bar hangers. These lights are to be hot'on the line.
Solder and tape all joints. Check your job for shorts and grounds
before closing entrance switch. Have job inspected. This will
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save fuses and your mo~ey. All work must be done according to the
rules of the National Electrical Code.
--_.-
BIIJL OF l:IATERIAL




QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 5
1. What type of splices do you use in outlet boxes? Why
"H01.1Se WirinG u -- Wolber & Ro se -- P216
2. VJhat is the f'polarity" system?
IIRouse 'Viring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P218
3. Why is it difficult to install a concealed knob and tube system
in a completed building? "House V!lring" --Wolber & Rose - P218
4. '¥ho issues the National Electrical Code?
nlntel~ior Wirin€~tf -- Cook -- P208
5. Is it necessary to add insulation when wires are crossed or
when crossing pipes? "House Vfiringn - vVolber & Rose - P83-4
6.' 'Vhat method is used when the conductors pass through floors?
.UWiring for Light and Power" -- Croft -- P296-97
7. What provi sian should be made in ,viriI:lg a hallway?
"Hawl{.1ns r1 -- P846
8. In what parts of the country are the code rules in effect?
"Interior Wiring" -- Cook -- P208
9. What is the d.ifference between a splice and a tap?
Hawkins -- P859
10.Are you required to ground a kno"b and tube system? Why?





1. Go to the booth in which you are going to work and there study
the job specifications of the job you are going to do.
2. Layout the outlets on the walls and ceiling using chalk.
3. Using the Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check
those Unit Operations involved in this job.
4. study the metal mold catalogue and the exhibit board, especially
for tho se fi ttings you are going to use on thi s job. Al so study
the Code rulings for l~etal RaCeYlays, and refex'ence books noted
in questions.
5. Draw up the wiring diagram.
6. Make out your Bill of 1!aterial, i11 dupli"cate, and have it checked.
by the instructor.
7. Secure from the stock-room all the material.you will need, ex-
cept Metal Mold and wire, which you will get as you need it. At
the close of each session lock up in your locker all the material
. which you have not yet installed. You are responsible for all
the material listed on your Bill of Material.
8. You will be required to pay for all the fuses you blow, except
on inspected jobs. Secure inspection before connecting to
lighting service.
9. Solder and tape all joints.
10. Ground all metal mold installations.
11. Put up your work in a neat and serious-minded fashion, so that
you will form workmanlike habits.




UNIT OPERATION CHECKING SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS:





1 2 3 4 5
1. Planning and estimating the job 1
2. l~!aking a bill of material 2
28. Cutting 3
31. Bending and mitering a turn
32. Installing and connecting to paseplates 4
73. Taping joints 7
79. Testing for shorts and grounds 9
69. Splicing 6
~O. Coupling
29. Slotting or punchin~
72. Soldering joints 8
32. Install ,~ires "5
r~'IETHOD OF GRADING WORE
Standard time for each job 4 6 8 5 10



























One foot from the front of the cei~ing of a booth install 4
lights placed so that the end lights are equally distant from the
walls and so that the lights are 1 ft. apart.
Run #14 B&S R. C. wire in #333 !Jetal l.!old, on the surface of the
walls &!d ceilings. Use fittings as sho,rn on the drawing. Furnish
the installation current through conduit connected to Et #406 co~­
bination connector. The lights ·shall consist of brass keyless
socl\:et bodies mounted. on a receptacle. base'. They shall be control-
led with a single-pole toggle switch mounted in a #439 I-gang sur-
face switch box 4~ ft. from the floor.
Use bushings in all ends of molding. Strap molding securely.
The molding must be grounded.
The wiring instculation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Have the job properly inspected before connecting to lighting
service.
All worl\: must be done according to the rule 8 of the National
El ectrical Code.
BILL OF MATERIAL
lAMT. COST MiTT. COST
#333 l\~etal Mold #344-X Coupling
#14 B&S White wire #345 Strap
#14 B&S Bl ack \vire ·#500 Bushing
Brass lceyless 80 cltet
#355bodies Ground clamp
#406 Combination
%x5 F.H. Wood screwsconnector
#336 90° Flat elbo\v Solder
11338 !nternal elbo\v Rubber tape
Friction tape I#439 l-ganr: sw. box I
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QUESTIONS ON JOB NO. 1
1 ~ Of \!vhat is metal molding made?' "Interior vViring" - Cook - P229
2. What is the reason for galvanizing? "Interior 'Viring fl -Cook-P229
3. How is the backing and covering put together?
"Interior Wiring lf -- Cook -- P229
4. How many sizes of metal molding are made?
II Interior \Viring" -- Coole -- P230
5. How many and what size wires can it contain?
"Interior Vliring ll -- Coolt -- P230
6. What lengths are furnished? "Interior Wiring" -- Cook -- P230
7. What voltages can metal molding be used on?
tlInteriol~ \Viringn -- Cook -- P230
8. vVhat is the maximum allo\vable wattage?
Ulnteriol~ \Viring tf -- Cook -- P230
9. vVhat are the advantages of metal molding?
tflntel'-'ior \Viring ll -- Cook ~- P230 -- Catalogue -- P4
10. vTnere is i t cl1.iefly used? l1Interior Wiring" -- Cook -- P230
11. Vfuat are some of the special outlet fittings?
"House 1Viring" -- Violber & Ro se -- P190-91
12. Hovv are they at-tached to the vaxious lengths of metal molding?
uHouse \Viring U -- Violber & Ro se -- P190-91
13. vVhy are they attached in this manner?
"Interior vViring U -- Cook -- P230
14. \Vh~t type of wire may be used?
"Interior 'Viring" -- Cook -- P230-31


















Install 4 lights in a booth so as to give equal distribution of
light throughout the booth.
The lights are to be controlled by two 3-way toggle switches
mounted in #439 I-gang switch boxes, 4~ "ft. from the floor, on
either wall. Use other fittings as shown on the drawing. Furnish
the installation current through acombln~tion co~nector.
The lights shall consist of a plain, drop cord, type P portable
cord, fitted with porcelain key sockets hung 1 ft. from the ceiling.
Use bushings in all ends of molding. strap molding securely. The
molding ~ust be grounded. .
The wiring installation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Have the job properly inspected before connecting to a lighting
service.
All 'Jrlorlt must be done according to the rules of the !~ational
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QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 2
1. How is metal molding cut? "Interior Vliring ll -- Cook -- P231
2. To what extent can you bend metal molding?
11 Int erior 'VViring ll -- Coole -- P231
3. Ho'Vv do you install metal molding? l1Interior 'ViringU - Cook -
P231 -- Catalogtle - P31
4. \Vhat protection must be given metal molding. when it passes
tl1.rough a floor? tlInterior \Viring" -- Cool\: -- P231
5. Wnat rule governs molding when it passes through a partition?
t1Interior Wiring" -- Coole -- P231 .
6. '~en and where is ~etal molding used? Catalogue -- P4
7. \Vhat are the dimensions of metal molding? Catalogue -- P30
8. Of how many pieces does #333 metal molding consist?
Catalogue -- P30
9. Wnat are these pieces and how are they joined? Catalogue - P30
10. \Vhat type of paint can be used on metal molding? Catalogue - P30
11. Vmat is a ter8inal block; when and why is it used?
Catal08ue -- P44
12. What is the natural finish of metal molding? Catalogue P30
13. How are conduit and metal molding joined? Catalogue -- P59
14. vVhat type of straps are used for holding metal molding?
Catalogue -- P58




















In a booth install 4 lights so as to give equal distribution of
light throughout t0e booth. Also install a wall light and a plug
receptacle on either wall.
Ruri#14 B&S R. C. wire in #333 Metal Molding on the surface of
the walls and ceiling. Use fittings as shown on the draWing. fur-
nish the installation current through conduit connected to' a #406
combination connector. .
T~e ceiling light shall be a plain drop cord made of type P
portable cord, hu~g 1 ft. from the ceiling. They are to be con-
trolled by a single-pole toggle switch mounted in a #439 I-gang
surface box 4t ft. from the floor.
The wall lights are to be brass key socket bodies mounted on a
#400 receptacle base and are to act as a pilot light for the #360
plug, l~eceptacle.
Use bushings in all ends .of molding. Strap molding securely.
The molding must be grounded. The wiring installation shall test
free of shorts and grounds. Have the job properly inspected before
connecting to the lighting service.
All work must be done according to the rules of the National
Electrical Code.
BILL OF }~fATERI.AL
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QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 3
1. What method is used in grounding metal mol.ding?
Catalogue -- P60-61
2~ vVhat type of bu"shings are used 1~li tIl metal molding?
Catalogue -- P65
3. Vrny and \:vhere are they. used? Catalogue -- P65
4. How do you install wire in metal molding? Catalogue -~ P31
5. What is the largest size wire allowed in metal raceways?
National Code -- Section ·504d
6. What are the largest fuses allowed on a circuit in metal race-
ways? National Code -- Section "504d
7. How are holes for screws designed in the backing of raceways?
National Code -- Section 504f ,
8. How many raceways may be used for one circuit when AC is used?
National Code -- Section 504g . "
9. Wny must metal raceways be electrically conttnuous?
nWiring for Light and Povver" -- Croft -- P150
lO.How can the electrical continuity in metal raceways be assured?
11\Viring for Light and Power tl ~- Croft -- P327
11. In what ways are metal raceways similro~ to conduit?
tI\Viring for Light and Power" -- Croft -- P323
12. \Vhy must metal raceways be continuous from outlet to outlet?
UWiring for Light and Power 1l -- era ft -- P323
13. VVhat is meant by the clause, flThey must be continuous both
electrically and mechanically"?
14. \Vhere must the splices in the system be made?
"Wiring for Light and Power" --- Croft -- P324
15. "What method is used in joining metal raceways to wiring arr;anged
in accordance with the knob and t~be, conduit, or open-work



































Install a light in the center of the facing of a booth and
~10ther in the center of the ceilinG_
Run #14 B&S R. C. copper wire 111 #333 l~!etal ,1Jolding on the surface
of the walls and ceiling. Use fittings as shown on the drawing.
Furnish the installation current through. conduit connected to a
#406 combination connector.
The interior light shall be a plain drop cord, made of type P
portable cord, fitted with a brass pull chain socket, hung 1 ft.
from the ceiling. It shall be controlled by a single-pole toggle
8vv1 tch.
The exterior light shall be a brass keyless socket body mounted
in a #400 receptable base and controlled by a single~pole toggle
switch. The switches shall be mounted. in a #440 2-gang surface
switch box, 4~ ft. from the floor. .
Use bushings in all ends of ~olding. strap all molding securely.
The molding must be grounded. T~e wiring installation shall test
free of shorts and grounds. Have the job properly inspected before
connecting to a lighting service.
All work must be done according to the rules of the National
El ectrical Code.
3ILI o i' lJATERTAL
















































QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 4
I., Yfuat method is used whenever conductors 1 eave the metal race-
ways systerl1 to serve as energy consuming. devices?
U\Viring for Light and Povver tl -- Croft -- P324
2. What is the reason for protecting metal raceways when they pass
through floors? "Wiring for Light and PO~lertt -- Croft -- P324
3. To what extent above and below the floor should the protection
extend? tI'VViring for Light and PO'\Ter" -- Croft P325
4. How is the protecting pipe supported?
II\Viring for Light and Po\ver If -- era ft -- P325
5. 'Vhat governs the heighth which the protecting cover extends
above the floor, when metal raceways pass through a floor?
flWiring for Li~ht and Po,r.rer tf -- Croft -- P325
6. Why must metal raceways be grounded?
tlWiring for Light and Povler u -- Croft -- P326
7. For 1itJhat purpose may convenient outlets be used in bed-rooms,
liVing-rooms, dining-rooms, bath-rooms, kitchen, and basement?
8. What is meant by a grounded wlr~?
9. What do we mean by electric~ contact?
10. Yfuat are electrical fuses? uHouse 'Viring lt -- Wolber & Rose -P137
11. At what temperature will lead melt?
trElements of Physics" -- Smith -- P639
12. At what temperatuer will copper melt?
ftElements of Physics tl -- Smith -- P639
13. 'Vhat relation should a fuse wire bear to the rest of the circuit?
tlElectric Wiring U -- Schuhler -- P144
14. What is the purpose of soldering paste?
"House Wil"'ing" -- 'Volber & Rose -- P2?
15. Would acid be good to use in soldering joints?





















Install in booth #1 a light to be controlled by a switch in that
booth. In booth #2 install a light to be controlled by tuo 3-way
switches. The switches to be located in booths #1 & #2 respectivel~
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in #333 Metal Molding on the sur-
face of the walls and ceiling. Between booths use a piece of Thin
Wall Conduit. Use fittings as shown on the drawings. Furnish the
installation current through conduit connected to a #406 combination
connector.
The lights in both booths shall be plain drop cord, made of type
P portable cord fitted with brass key sockets, hung 1 ft. from the
ceiling.
The light in booth #1 will be controlled by a single-pole toggle
switch mounted, on the right hand wall, in a #440 2-gru1g surface
switch box. The light in booth #2 will be controlled by two 3-way
switches. One to be mounted in the 2-ganC switch box in b09th #1,
the other. to be mounted in a I-gang switch box'on the ri8ht hand
wall of booth #2. The switch boxes are to be mounted 4~ ft. from
the floor.
Use bushings in all ends of molding. Strap molding securely.
The molding must be grounded. The wiring installation shall test
free of shorts and grounds. Have .the job properly inspected before
connecting to the lighting service. All work must be done according
to the rules of the National Electrical Code.
BILL OF ~~IATERIAL





































QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO.5
1. Explain in detail how to use a blow torch?
IIElectric \Viring tl -- Schuhler -- P36
2. What is a soldering iron? "House V{iring ft \Volber & Ro se - P27--8
3. \Vhy should Joints be carefully soldered?
nHouse 'Viring" -- 'Volber & Ro se -- P26
4. What does the solder do to mrute the joint good?
tlWiring for Light and Power" -- Croft -- PI04
5. vVhy should joints be taped?
ItHouse Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P33'
6. vVhat kind of tape is required to make the covering of the joint
equivalent to that on the wire?,
"House Wiring ff -- Wolber & Rose -- P33
7. Why should servings of tape be wound in opposite directions?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Ro se -- P34
8. \Vhy should Conduit, Armored Cable, and 11etal l~rolding systems
be grounded? "Interior V{iring" -- Cook -- P223
9. Vfuat is the difference between keyless and pull chain sockets?
"Interior Wiring" -- Cook -- P280
10. What type of socket should be used on a ,vall socket in a bath-
room? "Interior ~ViringU -- Cook -- P281
11. What precaution must be twten if a lamp is hung from a flexible
cord, to prevent the weight of the lamp from pulling the wires
out of the terminals? tlInterior 'Viring lf -- Cook --P281
12. To what part of the socket must the g~ounded conductor be
fastened? National Code -- Section 1402b
13. What is the reason for soldering all, splices?
uHouse Wil"ting fl -- Wolber & Ro se -- P26
14. Under what conditions does the code require porcelain sock-ets
to be used on drop cords?
15. What is the minimum size ground wire allowed?





1. Go to the booth. in which you are going to work and there study
the job specifications of the job you are going to do.
2. Layout the outlets on the walls and ceiling using chalk.
3. Using the Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check
those Unit Operations involved in this job.
4. Study the Wiremold Catalogue and the exhibit board, especially
for those fittings you are going to use on this job. Also study
the code rulingB for Metal Raceways, and the reference books
noted in the questions.
5. Draw up the wiring diagram.
6. Make out your bill of material, in duplicate, and have it check-
ed by the instructor.
7. Secure from the stock-room all the material you will need, ex-
cept Wiremold and wire, which you will get as you need it. At
the close of each session lock up in your locl{er all the material
which you have not yet installed. You are responsible for all
the material listed on your bill of material.
8. You will be required to pay for the fuses you blow, except on
inspected jobs. Secure inspection before connecting to the
lighting circuit.
9. Solder and tape all joints.
10. Ground all Wiremo1d installations.
11. Put up your work in a neat and serious-minded fashion, so that
you will form workmanlike habits.




UNIT OPERATION CHECKING SHEET
INSTRUCT!ONS:




1 2 3 4 5
l~ Planning and estimating the job
2. Making a bill of material
35. Bending
33. Cutting
36. Installing and connecting to baseplates
~3. Taping Joints
79. Testing for shorts and grounds
69. Splicing
~4. Coupling
r?2. Soldering .'oints I
METHOD OF GRADING WORK
Standard time for each .iob' 3 3 5 4 6
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In a booth install a light which can be controlled by a wall
switch. Also install a wall receptacle, not controlled by this
switch.
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in #500 Wiremo1d, on the surface of
the walls and ceiling. Use fittings and boxes as 'shown on the dr'aw-
ing. Furnish the installation current thr01.lgh a #5788 open-work
coupling.
The light .shall consist of plain drop cord maqe of type P port-
able cord. ~t shall be fitted with a brass key socket hung 1 ft.
from the ceiling. Control the light with a single-pole sWitch,
#5740, 4~ ft. from the floor.
Use bushings in all ends of molding. Strap all molding securely.
The molding must be grounded. The wiring installation shall test
free of shorts and grounds. Have the job properly inspected before
connecting it to the lighting service.
All work must be done according to the rules of the National
El ectrical Code.
BILL OF MATERIAL
lAlIT. ~OST A1v~T • COST
#500 Wiremold #5701 COllnl i,nQ'
#14 B&S White \vire #504 StIaD
#14 B&S Black vllre #506 Connection cover
Tyue .P portable cord #702 Bushing
#5788 qpen-\v~rk coupl. #5709 Ground clamp
#5711 900 Elbow Brass key socket
.#5717 Internal elbow iX5 F,H. Wood screV1S
#5740 Single-pole
Solde,r
. swi tch and box
.#5743 Duplex receptacle
Rubber tapeand box
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QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 1
1. \Vhy should conductors always be treated as if they were bare?
"'VViring for Light. and Povver It -- Croft -- PI
2. \Vhy should careful attention be paid to the mechanical execution
of the \vork? "'ViriXfg for Light and Povrer" -- Croft -- PI
3. Why are splices allowed only in outlets in metal raceways?
ItvVir'ing for' Light and Pov/er n -- Croft -~ P282
4. De scribe the method 0 f installing s\vi tches in a vviremold sy stem.
IIHouse Wi11 ing fl -- ~Volber & Ro se -- P180-83
5. 'Vhere and why are bushings used in a wiremold system?
uHouse ,\Viring ll -- \Volber & Ro se -- P184
6. 'Vhere and why are connection covers used in a wiremold system?
"House \Viring fl -- vVol bel'\ & Ro se -- P185
7. Wnat are the advantages of rubber lns~latio~ for conductors?
Ha\vkins -- P?25
8. What are the advantages of ~etal Raceways?
"Wiring for Light and Povler" -- Croft -- P323
9. Why are metal raceways used?
rfHouse vViring" -- Wolber & P"ose -- P170
10. Where are metal raceways used?
"House Wiring" -- vVolber & Rose -- P170
11. For what service are rubber' covered conductors adapted?
Ha,qkins -- P725
12. Is pure rubber used? Hawkins -- P725
13. What kind of wires are suitable for open or exposed wiring?
Hawkins -- P766
14. \Vhat method is used in joining wiremold and conduit?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- PIB5.
15. Under what conditions is it necessary to ground metal raceways
systems? "House 'Viring ll -- Wolber & Rose -- PI86 -- National
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In a booth install 4 lights to b'e controlled by one single-pole
toggle eVIl tch.
Run #14 B&S R.O. copper wire in #500 Wiremold on the surface of
the walls and ceiling. ' Use fi ttlngs ~nd boxe,s as shown on the draw-
ings. Connect the #5715 Tee to the outlet box, to furnish the in-
stallation current, with a #5781 box connector. .
The lights shall consist of plain drop-cord, type P portable
cord, fitted with.porcelain key sqckets hung 1 ft. from the ceiling.
Control the lights with a single-pole toggle switch set in a #5748
switch box, 4t ft. from the floor.
The light outlets shall be so space~ on the ceiling that they
will furnish equal distribution of ligh~ in the room.
Use bushings in all ends of molding. Strap all molding securely.
Have the job properly inspected before connecting to the lighting
service. It must test free of shorts and grounds. The molding
must be grounded, use a #5709 grounding clamp.
All ,vork must be done according to the rule s of the National
.Ele·ctrical Code
BILL OF lJ!ATERIAL

























QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO.. 2
1. How many raceways may be used ror one circuit when AC is used?
National Code -- Section 504g .
2. Why must metal raceways be electrically continuous?
""Viring for Light and Po\ver" -- Croft -- P150
3. What are metal raceways made of? '
"House Wiringlf -- \Volber & Rose -- Pl71
4. What type of finish do they have?
"House \Viring" -- \Volber & Rose -- P171
5. In how many separate pieces are metal raceways made?
"House \Viring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P171
6. Why is it necessary to ground wiremold?
"House 1Virlng" -- Wolber & Rose -- P186
7. Describe the ~ethod used in grounding wiremold.
"House 'ViringU -- Wolber & Rose -- P186
8. What is the smallest wire allowable in. grounding wiremold?
1tHouse \Viring lt -- WOlber & Rose -- P186
9. How can the electrical continuity be assured?
"Wiring for Light and Povver ll -- Croft -- P327
10. In what way are metal raceways similar to conduit?
ttWlring for Light and Povler" -- Croft -- P323
11. How is molding work installed on brick or plaster walls which
are liable to dampness? Hawkins -- P776
12. How should molding be placed on a ceiling with respect to
appearance? Hawkins -- P776
13. How does the weight of metal raceways compare with that of
conduit? tlHouse Wiring" -- WOlber & Rose -- P171
14. What is the color of wiremold and why does it have this finish?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P171
15. What 1s the standard length of wiremold?
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In a booth install 4 lights to be controlled by one single-pole
toggle switch.
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in #500 Wiremold on the surface.of
the walls and ceiling. Use fittings and bo~es as shown on the draw-
ing. Connect the installation current through co~duit as shown.
The light s "viII be plain drop cord made with type P portable
cord, fitted with porcelain key sockets hung 1 ft. from the ceiling.
Control the lights with a sin~le-pole toggle switch set in a gal-
vanized conduit switch box, 42 ft. from the floor.
Use a #5781 male, box connector to connect the Wiremold to the
switch box. . .
Use bushings in all ends of molding. strap all molding securely.
The molding must be grounded, use a #5709 grounding clamp.
The light outlets shall be so spaced on the ceiling that they
will furnish equal distribution of light in the room.
The wiring installation shall test free of shorts and grounds.
Have the job properly inspected. before connecting it to the light-
ing service. All work must be done according to the rules of the
National Electrical Code.
BILL OF 1./IATERIAL




































QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 3
1. What is the use of the base coupling each length of wiremold is
equipped ~Ti th? "House \Viring 1f -- \falber & Rose -- P171
2. Describe three methods by whioh wiremold can be fastened to a
surface. t1House V{iring" -- '''{olber & Ro se -- P171-72
3~ What is the difference between a splice and a tap?
Hawkins -- P859
4. What precauti'ons should be taken in making joints?
Hawkins -- P859
5. How should joints be finished aft~r soldering?
Ha1-vkins -- P860
6. 'Vhy must metal raceways be continuous from outlet to outlet?
"Wiring for Light and Povler n -- Croft -- P323
7. Is it possible to make short right angle bends with wiremold?
"House \Viring U Wolber & Rose -- P173
8. Name each type of elbow furnished and describe the use of each.
"House Wiring" Wolber & Rose -- P173-74
9. How many parts are there to an elbow?
"House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P174
10. \Vhere must the splices in the system be made?
ft\Viring for Light and Power" -- Croft -- P324
11. \Vhat method is used in joining metal raceways to Wiring arranged
in .accordance \T/ith the l~nob and tube, ~ondutt:, or open~work
methods? n\Viring for Light and Poyver ll -- C~oft, -- P324
12. 1Vhat method is used whenever conductors leave the metal race-
ways system to serve as energy consuming devices?
ItWiring for Light and Power tl -- Croft -- P324
13. Is it possible to bend wiremold?
"House Wiring ll -- Viol ber & Rose P186
14. How is wiremold bent?
"House \Viring" -- Wolber & Rose P186-87
15. How can wiremold be cut?






This job 1s an addition to Job No.3. On the opposite wall in-
stall a #5748 s.wi t ch box 4t ft. from the floor. Re~vire the circui t
so that the lights will be controlled by two 3-way switches situ-
ated on either wall.
Do not try to run four #14 \vires in #500 \Viremold. Instead use
#700 Wir emol d.
Be sure that all splices are taped and that the circuit tests
free of shorts and grounds.
Have your wiring diagram examined before installing wiring.
BILL OF rJATERIAL
































QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 4
1. \Vhat type of hacksaw blade should be used in cutting wiremold?
uHouse Wiring" -- vVolber & Rose -- P186
2_ How ro~e elbows installed?
t'House \Viring" -- Wolber & Ro se -- PI74
3. Why is the capping not put on until the wires have been drawn
into the raceway? "House Wiring" -- ''lolber & Rose -- PIB7
4. 'Vhat are the vro~lous uses of the corner box? Describe each.
"House Wiring" -- \Volber & Rose -- P175
5. Is it possible to make splices in a corner box?
tlHouse Wiring" -- \101ber & Ro se -- PI75-76
6. Why should all ends of wiremold be inspected for burrs before
installation? "House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- P186
7. When is the wire installed in wiremold?
I1House 1Viringn -- vVolber & Rose ~- PIB?
8. Why are the covers of various wiremold fittings not fastened
on before the wires are pulled in place?
"House Wiring" -- WeI ber & Rose -- PIB?
9. \Vhat are the dimensions of #500 and #700 wiremold?
Catalogue -- P8
10. What is the reason for protecting metal raceways when they pass
through floors? nWiring for Light and Power lt -- Croft -- P324-25
11. ~o what extent above and below the floor should the.protection
extend? ItWlring for Light and Power" -- Croft -- P325
12. How is the protecting pipe supported. ~here metal raceways, are
run through floors? U\Viring for Light ~nd Power - Croft - P'325
13" What governs the heighth which th~ protecting cover exten'ds
above the floor when metal raceways pass thr'ough a floor?
"Wiring for Light and Power tl -- Croft -- P325
14. 'Yhat is a utility b,ox? "House Wiring" -- Wolber & Rose -- Pl?16
15. 'Vhat are the various uses of the utility box? Describe each.























In a booth install a light in the ceilinb which can be control-
led by a 't~al]_ switch. Also on the baclc vvall install 2 vrall lights
6 ft. from the floor and It ft. from the side walls.
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper vdres in #500 Wlremold on the surface
of the walls and ceiling. ~se fittings as shown on the drawing.
Fltrnish the installation current through cOndtli t connected to a
#5785 combination connector.
Use a #5738 fixture box in hanging the light. The type of fix-
ture to be used will be designated later. It is to be controlled
by a single-pole toggle sWitch, mounted on the left-hand wall~ and
set in a #5748 switch box. The switch box is to be nounted 42 ft.from the floor.
The wall lights are to be brass key socket bodies set in #5725
receptacle bases.
Use bushings in all ends of noldlng. strap molding securely.
The molding Dust be grounded. ?ne wiring installation shall test
free of shorts and grounds. Have the job properly inspected before
connecting to the lighting service.




























QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 5
1. What are terminal blocks and what are their uses?
"House 1Viring" ~- 'Volber & Ro se -- PI78
2. What is a wiremold rosette and for what purpose may it be used?
"House Wiring" -- 'Volber & Rose -- P178
3. Describe the various types of wiremold receptacles and describe
the use of each. "House Wiring" -- 'Volber & Rose -- P179
4. What is the single conductor capacity of #500 wiremold?
Catalogue -- P8
5. 'Vho manufactures wiremold? Catalogue -- P4 .
6. Where is wiremold manufactured? Catalogue -- P4
7. Who is the sales representative for our ~istrict? Catalogue - P84
8. What is wiremold? Catalogue -- P5
9. What purpose does wiremold serve? Catalogue -- P5
10. How does wiremold serve this purpose? Catalogue -- P5
11. How is it possible to obtain fittings for wiremold installations
that are required to meet special problems? Catalogue -- P6
12. Describe the method of installing wiremo+d. Catalogue -- P7
13. What is the wiremold beam strap? Catalogue -- PIO-II
14. Describe the wiremold bender and tell ho~ to use it~
Catalogu.e -- P12-13
15. Explain the method of installing rosettes, receptacles, and





1. Go to the booth in which you are going to work and there study
the job specifications of the job you are going to do.
2. Layout the outlets on the walls using chalk.
3. Using the. Unit Operation Checking Sheet, list out and check
those Unit Operations involved in the job.
4. Study the Metal Mold Catalogue and. exhibi~ board, especially
for those fittings you are going to use on this job. Also study
the Coo.e Rulings. for Metal Raceways, and reference books noted
in the questions.
5. Draw up your wiring diagram.
6. Make out your bill of material, in duplicate, and.have it
checked by the instructor.
7. Secure from the stock-room all the material you will need, ex-
cept Xtensionduct and wire, which you will get as you need it.
At the close of each session lock up in your locker all the
material you have not yet installed.. You Elre responsible for
all the TI1aterial listed on your bill of material.
8. You vdll be required to pay for the fuses you blOW, except on
inspected jobs. Secure inspection before connecting to the
lighting circuit.
9. Solder and tape all joints.
10. It will be unnecessary to ground these installations, they will
be considered as short runs.
11. Put up your work in a neat and serious-minded fashion, so that
.you will form good worl~manlik~ habits.




UNIT OPERATION CHECKING SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS:






1. Planning and estimating the job
2. r~:aking a bill of material,
-~7 • Using cutting & no.tching gauge
B8. Installing bacl(ing
~0. Taping
~9. Putting in wires
- -fi:O. Putting on capping




i2. lJIi tering a turn
43. Bending
"-
r~lETHOD OF GRADING vVORK
Standard time for each .1oQ 3 5 8
















Install an additional receptacle on the baseboard of framework
bo·oth #2 .
.. On the outlet install a #141 Box', Extension Device usi~g studs
provided for that purpose. 4 ft. from the wall containing the #141
receptacle install a #150 duplex l'"'eceptacle._ Use elbow cap #138
in the corner.
Installation current to be brought in through the #141 recep-
tacle. Test the circuit for shorts and grounds. Have circuit in-
spected. Test outlets with drop cords. All work must be done





lA1Trl COST M~IT • f COSl~. J. • _
,-
QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO, 1
1 ~ Wher-e 1s Xtensionduct ttsed? Catalogue -- P4
2. Howmany~ and what size wires does it hold? Catalogue ~- P4
3~ How many'piece~ does Xtensionduct consist of? What are they?
Catalogue' ~~ P6
4. v~~at type of finish does the capping have? Catalogue -- P6
5. How is the base finished? Catalogue -~-P6
6. \~lat is the purpose of the finish giv~n the base?
Catalogue -- P6
7. Wnat 8~e the dimensions of Xtensionduct? Catalogue -- P6
8. 'Vhat is the- standard length of Xtensionduct? Catalogue P6
9. How is the base installed? Catalogue -- P9













In a booth install 4 duplex receptac~es as shown on the diagram.
Locate on center top of baseboard., on back, and ri&h.t hand wall)
a #350 duplex receptacle unit. In the center front of the base-
board, on the left-hand wall, locate a #141 Box Extension Device.
4 ft. from the floor, next to the facing on the left hand wall,
locate another #350 duplex receptacle unit~
Connect all receptacles with #111 Xtensiondu9t. Use fittings as
shown on diagram, #176 baseboard offset elbows are ,used ins~ead of
bending to mwce a neater job and to insure a snug fit.
Run #14 B&S R. C. copper ,vires in the Xtensionduct. Installation
current to be brought in through recepta91 e in the rear of the
booth.
Solder fu'ld tape all joi'I:J,ts. Test cireuit s for shorts and grounds.
Secure inspection of job.
























QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 2
1. When are the ,~ires installed? Cat'alogue P9
2. How are the wires installed? Catalogue -- P9
-3. How is the capping placed on the backing? Catalogue -- P9
'4. Wl1.en is the capping installed? Catalogue -- P9
5. Describe how you install Xtensionduct around offsets and
corners. Catalogue -- P9
6. \Vhat l's the cutting and notching gauge? Catalogue -- P9
7~ Describe the use of the cutting and notching gauge.
Catalo@1e -- P9
8. Vfuen is it Dossible to bend Xtensionduct? Catalogue -- P9
9. How is it possible to paint Xtensionduct? Catalogue -- P9
10. How many different types of installations can you rnalr.e\vlth








This is a double job. That is, the job on the right hand wall
is exactly the same as that on the left hand wall. So install the
circuit.as shown on the left h&id wall, and then repeat on the
right hand vIall. Be sure t.o get t11e Pa1~ts exactly opposite one
another.
Place a #350 duplex receptacle close.to the back of the booth,
2 ft. in front, using a #352 utility box as a tee, install a bracket
light. The bracket light is to be 4 ft. above the tee. Use a #365
Qanopy Base Plate and Cover for the bape of the light. Install a
3/8" fixture stud on the base plate, connect fixture pipe, place
canopy in position, and install a brass key socket on end of pipe.
Next install a #351 single-pole switch on the front edge of the
booth level with the bracket light. The switch is to control the
light, the receptacle is to be hot on the line.
On the opposite wall install another circuit just like the first
one ..
Connect the two together by running Xten.sionduct along the back
wall. In the center of this run place a #350 duplex receptacle unit.
Installation 9u~rent to be brought in t~ov.gh the duplex recep-
tacle on the back wall.
Run #14 B&S R.C. copper wire in the Xtensiondu9t. Use fittings
as ShOWl1. on the diagram. Solder and tape .all joints. Test for
shorts and grounds. Secure inspection of the job.






































QUESTIONS FOR JOB NO. 3
1. Do you use bushings with Xtensionduct? How? Catalogue -- P7
2. vVhy should conductors always be treated as bare?
uvViring for Light and Po\ver" -- Croft -- PI
3. How many raceways may be used for one circuit when AC is used?
National Code -- Section 504g
4. How can the electrical continuity of raceways be assured?
"vViring for Ligl1.t a..11d Power If -- Croft -- P327
5. In what way are netal raceways similar to conduit?
"vViring for Light and PoweI,n -- Croft -- P323
6. \Vhere must the splices in the systen be made?
U\Vir'ing fOl~ LiGht and Power" -- Croft --:- P324
7. What method is used whenever conauctors leave the metal race-
way to serve as energy conS~ling devices?
u\Viring for Light and Poyver ll -- Croft -- P324
8. r7hat is the object in using the cutting and notchinG gauge?
Catalogue -- P9
9. vVhat is Xtensionduct specifically designed for?
Catalogue -- P4-5
10. How is the box extension adapter installed?
Catalogue -- Pll
177
